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Information content, charge transport properties, and computational capacities of proteins 
by  
Joseph Murphy Brisendine jr. 
Advisor: Ronald Koder  
This thesis is the beginning of an attempt to build a coherent theory of the properties of 
proteins based in information theory and the duality of information theory and non-
equilibrium thermodynamics. Throughout, we will adopt the viewpoint that information 
can act as a thermodynamic potential, which is necessary to understand how biological 
processes are both enabled and constrained by the laws of thermodynamics. 
Understanding information as a form of thermodynamic potential also clarifies the 
description of proteins and other biological macromolecules as “molecular machines”: 
meso-scale structures with emergent causal powers which perform work on their 
environments by irreversibly dissipating energy and processing information. The theory 
of molecular machines is due to Schneider and is now more than 30 years old.[1] Here, 




1) Develop a method for the design of artificial proteins which perform basic 
computational tasks. The design strategy relies on the concept of information 
minimization-entropy maximization within functional constraints. 
2) Construct a phase diagram for an “intrinsically disordered protein” and 
demonstrate that such a molecule is in fact an environmental sensor which 
performs a 1-bit computation 
3) Define the channel capacity of a protein which participates in a charge-transfer 
pathway via non-adiabatic tunneling, and show that proteins are capable of 
controlling all parameters that determine charge transport rates, making them 
ideal materials for molecular electronics. 
Furthermore, each section has an associated experimental component. In the design 
section we show results obtained from a test study on the design of heme-binding helical 
bundles with the potential to perform a diverse array of machine tasks. We compare the 
predictions of section 2 to data obtained through characterization of a designed IDP 
“molecular switch,” and finally discuss experimental work to define the “beta parameter” 
or conductance decay with length constant, of peptides and the implications of this data 
for the practical design of proteins as single-molecule transistors. We stress that 
understanding the nature of biological proteins as molecular machines illustrates that 
proteins already play this role in biology, and that the idea of using them to perform 
computations is the opposite of far-fetched: it simply recognizes the work proteins do 
already in enabling our own existence and that of the rest of biology. 
The text proceeds as follows: we begin with a brief history of biophysics and the implicit 




structural biology and the theoretical advancements in thermodynamics and information 
theory which have occurred over the past 60-70 years. We then review the basic 
principles of classical thermodynamics and information theory employed in the main 
body of the text, and their connection. Our argument is that free energy (once units and 
sign conventions are properly accounted for) is a measure of the maximum amount of 
information it is possible for a system to exchange with its environment. This 
correspondence is the basis of the duality between thermodynamics and information 
theory. It reveals Schrodinger’s concept of “negentropy,” the term coined in “What is 
Life?” to name the potential which organisms extract from food or sunlight for survival, 
to be interchangeable with either the Gibbs free energy of the organism as an open, 
dissipative system or the Shannon mutual information between the organism and its 
environment. In turn, this correspondence explains how evolution can be understood in 
terms of either increases in the mutual information stored in the genomes of organisms 
concerning their environment (adaptation)[2] or as increasing the overall free energy 
consumption of the earth per unit time[3]—under the open and approximately isothermal 
conditions of the earth in the environment of the solar system, these two concepts imply 
one another. Storing more mutual information requires the expenditure of more free 
energy and free energy dissipation, at constant temperature, requires greater information 
storage. 
Chapter 1 then lays out a general method for the design of proteins using information 
theory.  The key idea of this chapter is that any biological function that can be 
accomplished by proteins can also be represented as a probability distribution over 




sequences (the minimum information distribution) which specifies this function. In the 
test case of heme-binding helical bundles we present, we find that there are 
approximately 1073 sequences capable of folding into a four-helix bundle and binding 
heme. 
In the second chapter, we look at the capacity of proteins to transmit information through 
conformational switching. We argue that conformational switching is the simplest 
possible case of a protein-based computation. After deriving and experimentally 
validating an equation of state and an associated phase diagram for a conformational 
switch, we prove that such a molecule acts as a 1-bit sensor of its environment. 
In the third chapter, we look at electron transfer as the simplest transport process proteins 
can perform, which is fundamental to all biochemistry. Our main result is to demonstrate 
that proteins are capable, in principle, of tuning all relevant parameters determining 
transport rates in the Marcus theory. Given that proteins can tune transport rates through 
sequence modifications, it is also given that evolution can optimize electron transport 
chains. Our experimental results show that the beta parameter of alanine and glycine are 
significantly different, implying that proteins do indeed tune transport during sequence 
evolution. The assumption that transport proceeds near optimal efficiency in turn creates 
predictions concerning the folding stability and other thermodynamic parameters of 
electron transport chain proteins, using the theory of molecular machines.   
Finally, in chapter 4, we turn our attention to the implications of these ideas for protein 
folding, function, and evolution. We present arguments to explain the observed average 
folding stability, designability, and sequence entropy of natural proteins from the results 




presence of a “fine-tuning problem” in protein evolution, arguing that both the evolution 
and design of sophisticated molecular machines is simple and inevitable given the 
thermodynamic conditions of earth. Our conclusion is that the essence of biological 
evolution is to be “fast, cheap, and out of control.”  
In undertaking this work, it has not been lost on us that in attempting to unravel the 
nature of molecular machines and the physics of the living state, we have also been 
attempting to understand our own nature as living beings. Thus, we dedicate this work to 
the vital spirit of anti-vitalism. Vitalism is the view that living entities operate according 
to special or unique laws which may be distinct from or even contrary to the laws of 
physics. In working to build a thermodynamic theory of molecular machines, we also 
commit ourselves to the life-long project of opposing this view with our very being—not 
because we wish to denigrate the nature of the living state but instead because we wish to 
acknowledge the sufficiency and fullness of nature as it is: a nature which is capable, 
through repetition of its own mindless dynamics, of creating life, and in which all living 
things belong. The theory of molecular machines is a part then, of the larger effort to 
resist the self-alienating instinct of our own intelligence, and return our minds to the 
ground on which we step, the light we see, the air we breathe, and the hidden structures 







This work was undertaken between 2011 and 2017, first by my colleague Bernard 
Everson, who designed the first series of helical proteins and came up with the ternary 
pattering scheme. I became interested in the project after noticing the connection to 
information theory, and I designed the constraints for the final design generation, along 
with establishing the connection between the design process and information theory. 
            Chapter 2 
This work began with the thesis of my colleague Cooper French, who designed 
the first “supercharged series” of proteins in our lab primarily as a means of 
improving solubility. Again, my interest in the project followed the recognition 
on my part that conformational switching was an act of communication, and I 
began by deriving the phase diagram for this behavior. 
Chapter 3 
The data presented in the second part of this chapter was collected in the lab of Latha 
Venkataraman at Columbia University, by Jing Cui and Julia Greenwald. The DFT+Σ 
calculations were performed using the “Moelcular Foundry” computational system by the 
Neaton lab, and were carried out by Sivan Rafaely-Abramson. 
Chapter 4 
Is excerpted from a review article co-authored with my adviser, Ron Koder, published in 







I could have never produced this thesis on my own, and both the experimental data and 
the theoretical ideas presented herein are the fruits of collaboration with many members 
of the Koder lab and other groups, as well as considerable “borrowing” of ideas from 
others. In terms of the theory, I have made liberal use of Schneider’s theory of molecular 
machines and, in the third chapter, Beratan’s “flickering resonance” model. The ideas of 
Eric Smith also pervade the text, particularly the introduction, and I am indebted to these 
intimate strangers for the ideas they have given to the scientific community. In my own 
lab, I have had the honor and privilege of working with a great many collaborators over 
the years, all of whom are excellent scientists. Andrew Mutter, Ben Everson, Cooper 
French, Peter Schnatz, Jon Preston, Eskil Andersen, and Mia Brown have all contributed 
substantially to the completion of this work. I also profited immensely from the advice of 
all my committee members. Ray Tu and Ilona Kretzschmar were my thermodynamics 
instructors at city college, Latha Venkataraman explained the nuances of molecular 
tunneling to me, and I aspire to one day know half as much biophysics as Marilyn 
Gunner has forgotten. Most importantly though, I owe a lifelong debt to my friend and 
adviser Ronald Koder, who believed in me when I was just a philosophy grad school 
dropout taking post-bac science courses at city college, over 8 years ago now. This work, 
and the publications which have and will result from it, represent my sincere will to repay 




community which nourished me. Wherever my career leads from here, I became a 
scientist at the City College of New York. 
For my father, who taught me how to walk forward naturally. 
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This is a thesis intended to earn a doctorate in biochemistry and molecular biophysics. It 
contains clear mathematical derivations of models and experimental data which relate to 
and confirm the models, along with some concrete claims about proteins, how they work, 
and how they evolved. It is not a work of philosophy and it does not engage in 
philosophical debate. Nevertheless, I am, as scientists go, philosophical about my work, 
and what it means that I call myself a “biophysicist.” So, the sole philosophical claim that 
I will permit myself in this entire thesis I am going to make right up front: any biophysics 
worthy of that name should be able to state, in unambiguous and direct terms, as 
unequivocally as we state “F=ma”, what life is and what makes it possible. That’s my 
philosophical position. The fact that I am writing this should make it clear that I do not 
believe that we have such a biophysics, nor do we even have any agreed upon definition 
of what actually constitutes “biophysics”, much less a universally agreed upon definition 
of life as such. You might think this would be an embarrassment to the field, yet as far as 
I am aware there are at best a handful of researchers who even think this is a problem, 
much less who are making any attempt to address it. Well, blame the philosopher in me if 
you like, but I think this is a real impediment to the advancement of the field itself, and 
has real, practical consequences that even engineers should care about. I’m going to 
begin then by trying to state both what I think biophysics should be and what life is. The 
point of offering a definition of life is not to show that I have any insight that anyone else 




do need a definition of life as scientists, and as physicists in particular, if we are going to 
try and do biophysics. 
 
The use of the term “biophysics” to refer to a specific field and manner of inquiry first 
began to have identifiable meaning in the mid-20th century, when advances in physics 
and biology separately reached the point where these disciplines began to contact one 
another. While efforts in this direction date as far back as Boltzmann himself, 
Schrodinger’s “What is Life?” is perhaps the first modern work of biophysics in the sense 
we use today.[4] Writing in 1942, six years before Shannon invented information theory, 
Schrodinger coined the term “negentropy” for what we now call information in modern 
physics. Biophysics has grown considerably since this time, but as a discipline it still 
lacks any firm identity or universally agreed upon theoretical foundation. This lack 
becomes evident when we tell someone we are a biophysicist. What, based on this 
assertion, can the other person be certain that we know? Some basic knowledge of 
molecular biology, certainly, but beyond that the variance in the background of people 
working in biophysics is extraordinarily large. This reflects the fact that biophysics is not 
yet a theory, but a loose assemblage of techniques and ideas at the intersection of physics 
and biology. This situation will hopefully change with our generation of scientists, as we 
solidify the advances of the past seven decades since the discovery of the structure of 







Provisional definition of the Living state in terms of Physics  
At present, it is understood that living systems which evolved on earth share some 
universal organizing principles, which form the basis for our intuitive definition of life. 
We understand that all life on earth shares a common origin and diversified through the 
process of evolution by natural selection. The chemistry of “core metabolism,” at the 
center of which is the citric acid cycle, is the sole absolutely invariant and universal 
chemical feature of all life on earth, more universal even than the genetic code.[5] One of 
the most basic principles of physical analysis is to look for invariant features of the 
phenomena of interest, as these are the features which distinguish the phenomena. 
Physics thus dictates that part of our definition of life should require that some materially 
closed cycle be irreversibly consuming free energy from its environment, which is to say 
that life requires metabolism. The complexity of metabolic cycles that an environment 
can support is limited by the diversity of stable material components in that environment 
and the persistence of a free energy gradient such that entropy production dictates the 
cycle is driven irreversibly.  Metabolism alone is not a sufficient criterion for life, 
however, as many non-living natural phenomena exhibit “metabolic” behavior: 
hurricanes, candle flames, stars, and indeed any “dissipative structure.”[6] 
  
The feature that makes life so surprising, and causes it to appear fantastically distinct 
from non-living matter, including other forms of dissipative structure, is its 
responsiveness. Living things sense and respond to their environment in a 
counterfactually robust manner. In other words, if they sense the environment in a certain 




different state, they respond in a different manner.  The extent to which living things 
sense and respond to their environment can be stunning, but physically it is not 
inexplicable. Water responds to its environment as well--if you adjust the temperature it 
can become solid, liquid or vapor. All matter has phases, and despite the intricacy, due to 
billions of years of evolution, of the coordinated structural changes which occur in 
biological signaling networks, phase transitions are at the foundation of all physical 
responsiveness. The capacity to use phase transitions to sense the environment, compute 
responses, and finally output actions back into the environment forms the second part of 
our definition of life. When a series of phase changes or other structural transitions is 
coordinated in such a way as to perform an information processing, i.e. machine task, we 
will refer to this as a computation. Again, the capacity to compute is not an exclusive 
feature of life, as the machine I am currently typing on attests. Metabolism and 
responsiveness via the capacity compute are thus distinctive rather than exclusive 
features of life.  
  
The third and final part of our definition, which is the one that allowed biological 
responsiveness to become so conspicuously good at interacting with its environment, is 
the transmission and replication of information.  Metabolically driven replication of 
information in a noisy, out-of-equilibrium environment is, to the best of our current 
understanding, the mechanism by which life evolved on earth. 
  
Notice that information replication is no more an exclusive feature of life than the first 




exclusive to life. Everything that living matter does is simply what matter does under 
those conditions. The assertion that there are no physical features exclusive to life follows 
from the rejection of vitalism as a scientific theory, and dictates that a proper definition of 
life should simply list the invariant and distinctive features of living systems. What 
makes living things “special” then is simply that they are the only states of matter that 
simultaneously fulfill all three distinctive criteria: metabolism, environmentally 
responsive computation, and replication. Furthermore, in biological systems all three of 
these processes are codependent: all three depend on the continual stability of the other 
two to continue. Any physical structure that performs all three processes in such a non-
separable manner should be considered alive. It may be possible to contrive a physical 
system that satisfies all three criteria but in such a way that they are not correlated, and in 
such a case it is unclear whether such a system would merit the label “living.” We know 
it when we see it, however, and a sound definition should be robust against the 
introduction of new examples. The need to continually update a definition in the face of 
new examples is, in fact, a hallmark of not understanding the truly invariant features of 
what one is studying.[7] The amazement displayed at the discovery of “extremophiles” is 
an example of one of the ways our lack of a clear definition of life makes us unable to 
distinguish the accidental from the invariant features of organisms.   
  
This is not simply a matter of semantics, because sooner or later (and sooner than later) 
humans will design and engineer physical systems that meet these criteria or come close, 
or encounter instances of physical order elsewhere in the universe that meet them or 




necessary first step in raising biology to the level of physics with regard to its quantitative 
and theoretical rigor as well as acting as a guiding framework for determining whether 
we have discovered or created “life” at some point in the future. 
  
Thus, a definition is barely the beginning of an understanding of the physics of life, but it 
gives us a starting point for what a fully mature biophysics should achieve. What we 
would like to know, given the above definition, is the phase space of life, or the set of all 
possible conditions capable of creating and maintaining biological organization. This 
hinges directly on the probability of life elsewhere in the universe as well.  
  
From a theoretical perspective, this would involve the construction of a complete and 
sufficient basis for the phase space of life, specifying all the relevant degrees of freedom, 
their acceptable range of variation in order to maintain homeostasis, and any kinetic 
requirements imposed on their correlation and relaxation scales in order for a system to 
metabolize, couple that metabolism to a replication cycle, and adaptively increase the 
capacity of the descendent replicants to sense and respond to their environment through 
the process of natural selection. Such a theory would be a “biophysics” worthy of the 
name.  
  
When we possess such a theory, biology may come to be seen as a subfield of physics, on 
the same footing as cosmology, and all biological phenomena will be presumed to have 
purely physical explanations. At present, however, the popular culture does not hold this 




but persistent “vitalist bias” holds sway over our thinking. These considerations form the 
context for this thesis: it is a part of the larger effort to chip away at this bias, bit by bit. 
 
Historical context for the ideas employed in this work 
  
It is useful then, in an introduction to a work on the relationships between entropy 
production, phase transitions, and information in protein structure and function, to begin 
with a brief history of “biophysics” and the advances in physics that enabled our 
contemporary understanding of life. This will help to put the development of the ideas in 
their appropriate historical context. We argue that, historically, the “rate-limiting step” in 
the development of biophysics has been the advancement of physics itself, but that we are 
very close to a point where experiment may finally need to catch up with theory rather 
than the other way around.  
  
When the study of protein structure using crystallography first ushered in the era of 
structural biology, it was obvious to anyone with knowledge of basic thermodynamics 
that the dynamics (the wiggles) of proteins mattered for their function, and not simply for 
catalytic functions but in all cases of molecular signaling. However, thermodynamics in 
the 1950’s was simply not equipped to describe the non-equilibrium fluctuations of a 
many-body system with no symmetries that would even enable a lattice approximation. It 
has, in fact, only reached this point perhaps within the last 20 years, as the development 
of fluctuation theorems and stochastic mechanics has brought about a revolution in non-




no longer the development of new mathematical techniques, but rather the successful 
translation of these techniques into terms that make concrete and testable predictions 
which biochemists and cell biologists can test using methods at their disposal. The math 
exists, and what is needed now is a generation of theorists and experimentalists who 
know how to make practical use of it.  
  
The situation is similar in many respects to the state of chemistry in the 1930’s. Quantum 
mechanics existed as a theory, and made accurate predictions about the electronic density 
distributions in organic molecules, resolving long-standing mysteries concerning the 
bonding of carbon atoms, but none of these consequences were manifest to the 
developers of the theory. It was Linus Pauling who had the distinction of being the first 
chemist who saw what this new physics said about empirically known but unexplained 
facts concerning organic chemistry.[8] Today, we understand that chemistry is quantum 
mechanics, because we accept that reality is fundamentally quantum mechanical. For 
some problems, even in chemistry, we can get the right answer in the classical limit, but 
this is simply because we understand that classical mechanics is “what quantum 
mechanics looks like when you are six feet tall.” In 1932 this was far from obvious, 
however, and recalling that Einstein would continue to voice objections to quantum 
mechanics throughout his life, Pauling’s innovation, and the intuitive description of 
quantum interference in terms of “resonance” (giving chemists something to picture) may 
be every bit as great a leap as the initial formulation of the theory itself. Someone had to 
believe the theory, understand how to use it, and understand the phenomenology of the 





The same may be true for our present moment in biology with regard to the new physics 
of the past three (or six) decades. There are three related disciplines in physics which 
have matured to the point where they can now make contact with biology, in the same 
way that physics first made contact with chemistry with the formulation of quantum 
mechanics. These are:  
1) Information theory, which enables us to speak meaningfully about not just evolution 
but also cellular and molecular computation, giving quantifiable physical meaning to the 
notion that living things perform computations.  
2) Condensed matter, which has reached the point where it can begin to describe phase 
transitions in “soft matter” and has explicit formalisms for dealing with the “many-body” 
nature of meso-scale biomolecules.  
3) Stochastic mechanics or “stochastic processes” as it is known in the mathematical 
literature, which forms the basis for our ability to extend thermodynamics beyond 
equilibrium. This is perhaps the most essential feature of the new physics needed for 
biology, which did not exist when the structure of DNA and proteins began to be 
unraveled. The non-equilibrium nature of life connects the other two advances: Cells can 
perform computations because their out of equilibrium nature connects their internal 
phase transitions to their information content. We will see this connection explicitly when 
we consider how a simple two-state folding phase transition can come to represent a “1-





When we consider the timing of these developments, we gain a sense of why biophysics 
has faced a long road maturing as a discipline. When the structure of DNA was 
discovered in 1953, Shannon’s “Mathematical theory of communication”[9] was only 5 
years old and information theory had been applied to little more than the structure of 
natural languages and the foundations of the then-new field of “computer science.” 
Meanwhile, an understanding of “emergent phenomena” in strongly-correlated regimes 
of matter was at least 20 years from beginning to develop, and “stochastic processes” 
were mathematical curiosities studied by actuaries and other applied mathematicians 
interested in the expectation values of rare events.  
  
A full history of these developments is far outside the scope of our purpose here, but we 
do want to give a brief sketch of some of the most important developments (biased, 
obviously, by our own sense of what will have mattered in the coming decades of 
biophysical research). 
  
In mathematics, Varadhan’s development of the “theory of large deviations” was the 
beginning of what is now called non-equilibrium thermodynamics.[10] The field grew, 
amusingly enough, from the insurance industry as mentioned above. Actuaries were the 
people who were first forced to confront the issue of assigning probabilities to rare, “non-
equilibrium events” in a practical context where economic value was at stake. It moved 
into the realm of pure math through the work of Varadhan and Ornstein during the 
1970’s. During this period, the fundamental nature of the second law was clearly 




rigorously grounded in the ergodic theory of dynamic systems.[11] Physics itself, 
however, took additional time to absorb these developments. Physicists first began to 
make use of these mathematical developments in the 1990’s, and the result were the 
initial statements of the fluctuation theorems, in particular the Jarzynski equality and the 
Crooks’ fluctuation theorem.[12] Since that time, many more forms of “fluctuation 
theorems” have been described and it is now understood that a fluctuation theorem is a 
statement that can in general be constructed from any non-equilibrium field theory 
describing a stochastic process. Thus, a fluctuation theorem belongs to a class of 
mathematical statements which relate the entropy production along a phase-space 





= 𝑒∆𝑆(𝑥) 𝐼. 1 
 
The left-hand side is the “irreversibility” of a phase space trajectory x defined as the ratio 
of the probability of x occurring divided by the probability of the time-reverse trajectory, 
?̃?, occurring. This ratio is exponential in the entropy production along the trajectory x. 
The difference between specific fluctuation theorems then depend on the details of the 
process being modeled itself, and in particular how one defines the “time-reversed 
trajectory.” This is far from trivial and is often the most difficult point to define and 
measure rigorously in an experimental setting also. Indeed, finding clever ways to 
measure or constrain the reverse rate of a strongly irreversible process is a key challenge 




chapter 4, we discuss one particularly clever application of the Crook’s fluctuation 
theorem to cellular replication due to England.[13] 
 
The main point to take away from the form of the fluctuation theorems, however, is that 
they reveal the fundamentally statistical nature of the second law, by demonstrating that 
irreversibility is merely the result of the average behavior of systems over many 
repetitions of random events, and should be understood as an emergent feature of systems 
observed on times or space scales where the integer statistics of their fluctuations obeys 
the law of large numbers. The probability of the time-reversed trajectory of a process is 
exponentially damped with the entropy production of the forward trajectory, but for 
isentropic or only weakly entropically favorable processes, the time-reverse trajectory 
can occur as frequently or nearly as frequently as the “forward-time trajectory.” This 
predicts that at short times and distances, finite temperature systems should “violate” the 
second law almost constantly, frequently taking entropy-consuming rather than entropy-
producing trajectories. This prediction has been experimentally confirmed with the 
construction of single-atom “Szilard engines” (named for the chemist who proposed the 
idea), and the fluctuation theorems have passed every experimental test thus far put to 
them.[14] In simple terms, by trapping atoms in excited states induced by thermal 
fluctuations and then extracting work from them as they relax, a single-atom Szilard 
engine appears to produce work from noise. We will argue in chapter 3 that this is exactly 
what a non-adiabatic electron transfer network does as well. This situation is often 
described as being an experimental realization of “Maxwell’s demon,” and the now-




for the demon to store and erase information about the system state in the calculations of 
the energy and entropy balances of the system. Without this work/entropy term, the laws 
of thermodynamics are indeed “violated” by Maxwell’s demon or a Szilard engine. When 
we realize, however, that information is physical, and its manipulation is never 
thermodynamically free, the laws of thermodynamics are restored. Note finally that for 
purely reversible processes no arrow of time is predicted to emerge in the system, and 





Basic concepts and formulas of information theory and their relationship to 
thermodynamics 
 
During this same time, while the mathematics of dynamical systems was building a 
clearer understanding of the second law and non-equilibrium thermodynamics, 
information theory came to be the foundation of computer science. The connection 
between information theory and thermodynamics was implied immediately by Shannon’s 
work, but philosophical objections to this connection and confusions over the meaning of 
entropy would be raised against this connection throughout the 20th century. We are not 
interested in engaging in these philosophical discussions, and we will simply allow the 
mathematics to speak for itself. Whatever one believes about the nature and origin of the 




Gibbs’ definition of entropy when multiplied by Boltzmann’s constant. Throughout, to be 
clear with language, we will use the word uncertainty when referring to the H function by 
itself, and entropy when referring to the H function given the physical dimensions of 
Boltzmann’s constant: 
 




𝑆(𝑥) ≡ 𝑘𝑏𝐻(𝑥) 𝐼. 3 
 
These basic definitions will be used throughout.  
 
Shannon was aware that his formula was identical to Gibbs’ formula for entropy, with the 
minor difference of Boltzmann’s constant not appearing in Shannon’s definition. This is 
indeed the reason he referred to the H function variously as “uncertainty” or “entropy.” A 
clear physical reason, however, for why thermodynamic entropy should appear in the 
context of a “mathematical theory of communication” would have to wait for the theory 
of large deviations. Every “biophysicist” should see the following derivation, or some 
version of it, at least once in their lives; it is the foundation of their discipline whether 
they know it or not. We will now represent the derivation of the H function due to 
Varadhan.[10] 
 
Rather than go through the more complicated derivation for any general random variable, 




undergoing a stochastic process: a fair coin being flipped repeatedly. The “law of large 
numbers” tells us that the average of repeating a process a large number of times will 
converge to the expectation value of that process. Thus, we know that if we flip a fair 
coin over and over, in the limit of infinite flips we are guaranteed to get heads exactly 
50% of the time. This much should all be obvious and intuitive. The expectation value in 
this context is the “equilibrium” value of the random variable. The large deviations 
picture, however, is about the probability of non-equilibrium processes i.e. “large 
deviations” in the purely statistical picture. We thus ask a slightly different question, and 
inquire about the probability of getting k heads in n tosses of a fair coin: 
 





𝑘! (𝑛 − 𝑘)!
𝐼. 4 
 
















Taking the log of P results, after a good deal of algebra and applying properties of logs, 
in: 
 
log 𝑃(𝑛, 𝑘) = −(
1
2




−(𝑛 − 𝑘 +
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) log (1 −
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Finally, making the substitution 𝑘 = 𝑛𝑥, where x is now the fraction of times that the 
coin landed heads, and collecting terms linear in 𝑛 and terms with coefficient ½ (the 
expectation value for the stochastic process), we end up with: 




) (log 𝑛 + log 2𝜋 + log 𝑥 + log(1 − 𝑥))
𝐼. 7 
 
log 𝑃(𝑛, 𝑘) = −𝑛(𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐻(𝑥)) + 𝑂(𝑛) 𝐼. 8 
 
Thus, we see Shannon’s H function appear unbidden, as the leading term in the log-
probability of fluctuations around expectation values of random variables, whether in the 
“thermodynamic limit” or not. There are several points to notice here. First, the term that 
scales linearly with 𝑛 is the difference between the maximum value of 𝐻, which in this 
case corresponds to 𝑥 = 1/2, and a given value of 𝐻(𝑥) at any value of 𝑥. We will see 
presently that this difference of uncertainties corresponds to either Shannon’s definition 
of mutual information or to Gibb’s free energy, depending on context and our choice of 
units.  
 
Observing I.7, of the terms that scale with coefficient ½, only log 𝑛 remains relevant for 
any appreciable value of n, as log 2𝜋 is a constant and lim
𝑛→∞
log 𝑥 + log(1 − 𝑥) = 1/2. 
The term log 𝑛 is the leading correction to the uncertainty function. Being logarithmic in 
𝑛, we can safely ignore it for very large 𝑛 as we typically deal with in physical chemistry. 




to include this correction. The significance of the “thermodynamic limit” in this context 
is that only in the limit 𝑛 → ∞ does the part that scales as log 𝑛 become irrelevant and 
the 𝐻 function provide an exact answer for the probability.  It is, however, the leading 
behavior of the fluctuations probability at any scale, whether 𝑛 is large compared with 
log 𝑛 or not. In estimating probabilities of thermodynamic variables at scales where 
infinite 𝑛 is not a good approximation, thermodynamics still gives answers which relate 
states to probabilities, but the effects of “finite sample-size noise” are no longer 
negligible. 
 
We have also just referred to “fluctuations” in a purely statistical context. In traditional 
thermodynamics, fluctuations are assumed to arise because of finite temperature. 
However, the term is meaningful in a purely statistical context and refers to any deviation 
of the average state of a “thermodynamic” variable and its corresponding expectation 
value. Deciding whether one has an equilibrium state in physical chemistry is a practical 
matter that any experimentalist must face. In making this determination, we will make 
frequent use of the characteristic frequency of molecular fluctuations: 
𝑘𝑇
ℎ
. This quantity is 
approximately 1013/𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 at room temperature, ensuring that isolated and dilute 
preparations of molecules undergo an effectively large number of fluctuations in a matter 
of seconds. This assumes, however, that the effective mass of the fluctuating system is 
negligible. For electron transfer reactions, the electron mass satisfies this criterion and we 
may safely assume 1013/𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 as our pre-factor term in transport rate calculations. For 
motions of larger objects with secondary structure, this assumption needs to be relaxed, 





Information is thus a means of measuring deviations from equilibrium, which in a purely 
statistical context just means any deviation of an observable from its expectation value. 
Intuitively, this should imply a relationship between information and free energy, the 
biophysicists’ preferred measure of deviation from equilibrium. Under isothermal 
conditions, this equivalence is easily demonstrated. It is simply a matter of including the 
appropriate constants in our expressions so that they are dimensionally meaningful (have 
the same units). The following quantities all have the same units, and may therefore be 
compared: 
𝜕𝑊 =  𝜕𝑄 = −𝑇𝑑𝑆 = 𝑘𝑇𝑑𝐼 𝐼. 9 
Relating changes in heat and work to changes in entropy and information, typically 
through cycles where the total change may be constrained, is the basic method of 
thermodynamic analysis. One may also observe that the standard definition of free energy 
is written in units of energy: 
∆𝐺 = ∆𝐻 − 𝑇∆𝑆 𝐼. 10 
But we may also simply divide by temperature to change the expression from units of 






− ∆𝑆 𝐼. 11 
The fundamental reason for this correspondence is that the free energy is in fact a 
Legendre transform of the entropy, meaning that they are conjugate variables in the same 




the definition of Gibbs free energy in classical thermodynamics and the definition of 
mutual information according to Shannon.  
The following discussion of classical thermodynamics follows the appendix in the 
excellent review of non-equilibrium thermodynamics by Smith.[15] We begin by 
defining the entropy in classical thermodynamics as the state function which is 
maximized at equilibrium and is a function of the internal energy U, the volume V, and 
the amounts of various kinds of particles or chemical species 𝑛𝑖: 𝑆(𝑈, 𝑉, 𝑛𝑖). As we have 
just seen, the entropy is the leading term in the log-probability for deviations from 
expectation values, thus the exponential of the entropy is the leading term in the relative 
probabilities of various states of the system: 
𝑃 ∝ 𝑒𝑆(𝑈,𝑉,𝑛𝑖) 𝐼. 12 
Classical thermodynamics is essentially the study of entropy gradients, and the equation 
of state for a classical, closed system is just the definition of the gradients of the 














= 𝛽𝑑𝑈 + 𝛽𝑝𝑑𝑉 −∑ 𝛽𝜇𝑖𝑑𝑛𝑖
𝑖
𝐼. 14 
Where in the second line we have introduced 𝛽 ≡ 1/𝑘𝑏𝑇. The “first law of 
thermodynamics”, typically considered to be a result of energy conservation, may be 
obtained simply by solving I.14 for 𝑑𝑈: 






The statement is indeed useful because, according to Noether’s theorem,[16] energy is a 
conserved quantity for any system that has time-translation symmetry. However, we see 
here that the equation itself is just a rearrangement of the gradients of the entropy. 
Next, we open the system to an environment which, by assumption, is much larger than 
the system. Due to this assumption, the system will be forced to come to equilibrium with 
its environment at temperature 𝑇 = 𝑇𝐸 and 𝑝 = 𝑝𝐸 (we use lowercase p for pressure 
throughout to avoid confusion with the uppercase P used for probability). 𝑇𝐸and 𝑝𝐸 
represent the temperature and pressure of the environment, respectively. For simplicity, 
we will assume that energy and volume can be exchanged between the system and the 
environment, but not the various species 𝑛𝑖. Energy and volume typically exchange much 
faster than concentrations so there is generally a timescale for which this assumption is 
valid even in biological systems. Now the system will equilibrate by maximizing its 
entropy subject to the environmental constraints 𝑇𝐸and 𝑝𝐸. The state probabilities will 
now be proportional to: 
𝑃 ∝ 𝑒𝑘𝑏
−1𝑆(𝑈,𝑉,𝑛𝑖)−𝛽𝐸𝑈−𝛽𝐸𝑝𝐸𝑉 𝐼. 16 
The environmental temperature and pressure may now be thought of as control variables 
which change the state probabilities by shifting entropy between the system and its 
environment. This is the reason temperature and pressure form the most convenient axes 
for standard phase diagrams of substances.  Under these assumptions, the log-probability 
of the various states of the system is now given by the Gibbs’ free energy: 
log 𝑃 ∝ 𝐺(𝑇, 𝑝, 𝑛𝑖) 𝐼. 17 






[𝑈 + 𝑝𝑉 − 𝑇𝑆] 𝐼. 18 
We may rearrange I.18 to see that G satisfies the standard definition of a Legendre 






− 𝛽(𝑈 + 𝑝𝑉)] 𝐼. 19 
The expression is written so that all terms are unitless, for reasons that will be clear 
momentarily. The point of this analysis is to show that entropy, not energy, is the central 
concept of thermodynamics.[18] Isolated systems spontaneously maximize their entropy 
while open systems spontaneously minimize their free energy subject to the constraints 
imposed by the environment, but the explanation of both processes is given by the law of 
large numbers.  When the source of fluctuations is temperature, the conjugate variable to 
the entropy is the free energy, and isolated systems are not generally relevant to biology 
or chemistry. This is the reason we tend to state the laws of thermodynamics, in the 
context of physical chemistry, using the idea of the spontaneous minimization of free 
energy. The subtler point to be drawn from this discussion is that, contrary to our 
intuition, statistical degeneracy is the origin of thermodynamic stability, and energy is not 
the truly relevant variable. Conservation of energy causes the statement I.15 to be much 
more useful than the corresponding statements for dV or 𝑑𝑛𝑖 but both are gradients of the 
entropy on equal footing with dU. Thermodynamically stable macrostates are those 
which are maximally degenerate at the microstate level. What makes the macroscopic 
world persist stably in space and time is the enormous number of microscopic 
arrangements which correspond to the same macrostate from the perspective of our 




of What is Life? by stating that the stable functioning of an organism could only be 
possible if there were a large number of atoms acting together to buffer the structure 
against thermal noise.[4]   
We will now review the definition of Shannon information and determine its relationship 
to the free energy.  
Returning to the H function defined in I.2, we may also write the joint uncertainty 
concerning the state of two random variables x and y as: 






The joint uncertainty satisfies the following relation: 
𝐻(𝑥) + 𝐻(𝑦) ≥ 𝐻(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝐼. 21 
In this context, H(x) and H(y) alone are referred to as the “marginal” uncertainties. When 
x and y are independent, the joint uncertainty equals the sum of the marginals. If x and y 
are correlated, their joint uncertainty is less than this sum. With this definition, we may 
now define the conditional uncertainty, which is the uncertainty about the state of x given 
the state of y: 
𝐻(𝑥|𝑦) = 𝐻(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐻(𝑦) 𝐼. 22 
And then finally the Shannon information: 




Read aloud in plain English, I.23 says “the information shared between the variables x 
and y is equal to the uncertainty of the state of x minus the uncertainty about the state of 
x given the state of y.” Notice that, despite frequent claims that information theory is 
somehow “counterintuitive,” this corresponds to our intuitive notion of information 
perfectly well. Gaining information about x through y means changing our uncertainty 
about x by measuring y.   
To see how this quantity relates to free energy, we may simply think of x as referring to 
the state of our system and y as the environmental constraints 𝑇𝐸and 𝑝𝐸. Under these 
assumptions, I.23 becomes equivalent to the unitless statement of the Legendre transform 
I.19. The free energy is thus also the maximum information that can be transmitted 
between a system and its environment, or: 
𝐼(𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚: 𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡) = −𝛽𝐺 = (
1
𝑘𝑏
) (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑆(𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚|𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)) 𝐼. 24  
This correspondence is the essence of the duality between information theory and non-
equilibrium thermodynamics. Another way to understand this statement is simply as an 
information theoretic way of stating the usual claim that the free energy represents the 
maximum amount of work which may be extracted from a system. The negative sign 
reflects the convention chosen by Gibbs, and reminds us that the free energy is the 
maximum possible information that may be sent through the system-environment 
channel. No law of physics says that this information must actually be transmitted. Earth 
is, in fact, extraordinarily wasteful with its available free energy. Biological interactions 
which are subject to selective pressure tend to approach efficiency bounds on 




chapters. The connection between adaptation, environmental mutual information, and 
biological efficiency will be explained in chapter 4.  
Note finally that this implies that free energy is a form of information, and not the other 
way around. Any correlation between observables is a form of information, but not all 
correlations are forms of free energy. Free energy is specific to physics, and information 
is a more abstract concept. The specific statement made here is that free energy is a 
measure of the information that may be exchanged between a system and its 





Channel Capacity, Machine Capacity, and the theory of molecular machines 
We will now briefly introduce the theory of molecular machines developed by Schneider. 
In addition to the basic definitions introduced above, in 1948 Shannon also proved the 
“noisy channel coding theorem.” The central concept of the theorem is the “channel 
capacity,” defined as the maximum amount of information per time that can be sent 
through a communication channel. Shannon derived this expression in the context of 
early telecommunications systems such as Morse code. Shannon’s channel capacity 
expression is: 










W is the bandwidth of frequencies available for sending signals and P/N is the signal-to-
noise ratio. The noisy channel coding theorem states that if the channel capacity is not 
exceeded, the error rate for communication can be made arbitrarily small despite the 
presence of noise.  
Shannon may have derived this expression in a particular context, however, the 
derivation of it assumes nothing other than a set of independent or ‘orthogonal’ degrees 
of freedom (the bandwidth), an environmental noise level and a signal level, both in units 
of energy or power. All that precludes the application of this concept to other settings is 
the identification of the degrees of freedom used to send signals, the signal energy and 
noise level. Beginning in the 1980’s, Schneider developed the theory of molecular 
machines by doing exactly this for the context of macromolecules. His “machine 
capacity” expression is: 
𝐶𝑀 = 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 log2 (
𝑃
𝑁
+ 1) 𝐼. 26 
The signal-to-noise ratio part of the expression is the same as Shannon’s, with biological 
noise having energy 𝑘𝑏𝑇 and the signal energy being the total free energy consumed over 
an operation cycle of the machine.  The parameter 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 represents the number of 
orthogonal spatial modes in the molecule which can independently act to specify distinct 
molecular configurations. The total noise is therefore 𝑁 = 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑘𝑏𝑇. In this context, the 
noisy-channel coding theorem has evolutionary consequences. It says that if the 
information transfer rate is kept below the machine capacity, the failure rate of the 
machine can be brought down to whatever level is required for the organism to survive. 




constantly being tossed about in a “thermal maelstrom”,[1] and not only in spite but 
because of this, manage to coordinate the activity of living. 
Schneider also provided an intuitive, geometric analogy for the form of the expression: a 
gumball machine. The basic idea of the analogy is that the machine capacity is the 
logarithm of the ratio of the number of distinct macrostates from which the machine 
could potentially select divided by the number of states which it selects during its 
operation. The radius of the outer sphere, the gumball machine itself, is proportional to 
the energy expended by the machine. The greater the energy with which the machine is 
primed for operation, the larger the number of states it can potentially reach. The number 
of possible distinct states that the machine can select is limited by the thermal noise, kT. 
Thus the “gumballs” are “thermal noise spheres” which have radii proportional to kT, and 
represent the smallest phase space volume corresponding to a stable macrostate at a given 
temperature. Microstates inside thermal noise spheres are all degenerate (any state 
separated from another state by an energy gap of less than kT is unstable), and cannot be 
distinguished for purposes of storing or transmitting information. Thus, the number of 
gumballs that can be fit inside the larger sphere representing the total energy/work input 
to the machine defines the number of distinct states the machine can potentially select 
from, and the logarithm of this ratio is the machine capacity.  
One important point to notice is that the capacity is always an upper bound on the total 
rate of information that can be sent through a channel (between any two observables). We 
will analyze this expression more closely in chapter 3, when we use it to derive the 





Universal Isothermal Computation Efficiency 
For our purposes in this work, the most important result of the theory of molecular 
machines is the application of the “Landauer limit” to derive the universal isothermal 
machine efficiency expression.[19] Shannon did not derive the efficiency of a 
communication channel in his initial presentation of information theory. This was first 
done by Pierce and Cutler in 1959, still within the artificially-limited context of “satellite 








As with previous results of information theory, this expression can be directly related to 
the context of molecular communication as well. The reference for the efficiency of any 
isothermal communication process is the bound obtained by applying the second law of 
thermodynamics to isothermal work, first obtained by Landauer in 1961: 
∆𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 = ∆𝑄 = 𝑘𝑏𝑇 ln 2
𝑗𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑏𝑖𝑡
𝐼. 28  
This statement says to erase 1 bit of information at constant temperature T, one must 
always create kTln(2) joules of heat. This is also, therefore, the minimum free energy that 
must be dissipated for a system to gain 1 bit of information about its environment. We 
may therefore compare actual free energy changes per amount of information processed 
during the operation of a molecular machine (
𝑃
𝐶𝑚














The expressions are identical in either context (I.28 and I.30), indicating that the 
Landauer limit is a truly universal bound on any form of isothermal computation, whether 
in satellite communications, biology, or any other process that can assume constant 
temperature. We will make use of this fact in chapters 2 and 3, when we compute the 
efficiency of a molecular switch and an electron transfer protein, respectively. 
The figure below is reprinted from the same work in which Schneider demonstrates the 
applicability of the Pierce-Cutler expression to molecular machines, and shows the 






Figure I.1 reprinted under open access from Schneider [21]. The curve displays the 
universal efficiency of isothermal computation. The theoretical efficiency limit set by the 
second law occurs when 𝑃 𝑁⁄ = 1, implying ∆𝐺𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠 = 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑘𝑏𝑇, i.e. that the total free 
energy dissipation over the machine cycle matches thermal noise. This yields an 
efficiency of 𝑙𝑛 2 = .6931, the theoretical maximum possible efficiency of any isothermal 
computation. 
The information requirements of any process that uses specific chemical interactions to 




reaction network and the values of the environmental signal levels (ligand concentrations 
or field strengths) to be detected. Crucially, this connection between information and 
energy provides a universal optimum between two otherwise independent variables: the 
interaction energy of various biological components and the information gained or lost 
during a molecular machine work cycle. Schneider demonstrated the predictive power of 
the idea by measuring the specific binding energy of several different transcription 
factors and comparing these values to the binding energy one would predict from the 
frequency of the recognition sequence in the genome. Transcription factors that bind rare 
sequences perform higher-information tasks than transcription factors that bind common 
sequences. Viewing the protein as a machine that gains an amount of information, 
through specific binding, equal to the negative logarithm of the probability of finding the 
recognition sequence in a random search of the genome, generates a prediction 
concerning the minimum free energy it is thermodynamically possible to expend to gain 
this much information (by the Landauer limit). 
 Remarkably, when the experimentally measured binding energies of naturally occurring 
transcription factors were compared to the energies predicted in this manner, most were 
found to have efficiencies of approximately 69%. A second class of transcription factors 
were found to have efficiencies of 55%, corresponding to a P/N ratio of 2. One truly 
impressive result of the theory was the case of bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase. When 
the experimentally obtained binding energy was found to be twice the energy implied by 
the bits in the recognition sequence, further structural characterization of the binding site 
revealed that the protein indeed recognized a more specific, longer sequence of DNA.[22] 




energy making binding interactions tighter, or protein folds more stable, than they need to 
be to compute what they compute.  
This is proof that the concepts of computation and information employed here are not 
simply “cute analogies” that show how organisms are “like computers in some way.” It 
shows that the theory of computation is itself a universal description of all natural, 
isothermal processes, which subsumes both biology and our more traditional notion of 
computers as machines we design. In fact, viewed in this light, organisms and molecular 
machines aren’t merely computers, they are much better computers than anything we 
have ever designed. While natural restriction enzymes process information at 69% of the 
Landauer limit, modern laptops are millions of times less efficient, and books store 
information with approximately 14 orders of magnitude more energy than required by the 
Landauer limit. We tend to think of ourselves as sloppy, imperfect, messy and 
complicated things contrasted against the implacable and cold logic of “machines.” 
Viewed from the perspective of our isothermal efficiency, however, we are the “ideal 
machines”, and the tools we design are a pale comparison, requiring watts of power to do 
something as trivial as emit light. For reference, our bodies consume about 100 watts of 
power, and our brain uses approximately 20% of this amount. A 60-watt lightbulb, 
therefore, uses the power of three human brains. This degree of computational efficiency 
is stunning when properly appreciated, and more importantly the fact that biology attains 
this efficiency implies that our designed machines can as well, provided we can 
understand the origin of biological efficiency. We will address this issue in chapter 4, 
after having demonstrated the relevant facts and concepts needed to understand the 
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The purpose of this chapter is to describe our general methodology for designing proteins 
and any other polymer based molecular machine. It establishes the evidence for our 
arguments in the final chapter concerning the designability of protein folds, and how their 
information content relates to their evolvability. 
 
Protein Design Using Minimal Sequence Information 
 
We begin with the introduction of a new method for the design of de novo proteins 
termed “inside-out design.” The method is novel in many respects and presents a large 
gain in the success to computational labor ratio when compared against traditional design 
methods which aim to minimize a potential from a molecular force field. Rather than 
minimize potential energy, our method aims to determine the minimum mutual 
information in the sequence which specifies the target function. As a result, our final 
design product is not a unique sequence but a site-specific probability distribution which 
specifies a library of sequences. We randomly sample this library through experiment to 
estimate the fraction of functional sequences in the library. In the limit of this process, 
our method specifies all possible sequences which confer a given function with given 
structural constraints. As a practical matter, in the test case presented here—heme-
binding helical bundles—we achieved a success rate of 90% after three design 
generations, while the “computational” aspect of the process was performed largely by 




intuition into a unified framework based in information theory.  
The primary aim of this work is to present the design process itself and the 
characterization of the proteins constructed. The fact of the method’s success, however, 
has important implications for our understanding of protein folding, function, and 
evolution. For folding, the ease with which we locate functional sequences indicates that 
the difficulty of ‘the folding problem’ is not independent of the method implied by the 
formulation of the problem: the folding problem is to predict a ground-state structure 
from a given sequence. The fact that this problem is NP-complete does not imply that the 
‘inverse problem’, beginning with a structure or function and finding a satisfactory 
sequence, is intractable or even difficult.[23] Our results argue for the possibility that 
protein folding is a physical example of a “one-way function” of the kind used in 
cryptography: a function which is difficult or practically impossible to solve but whose 
inverse is trivially calculated. In terms of protein function, our method opens the 
possibility of quantifying the information content and thus the entropic cost of specifying 
biological functions, and our initial results demonstrate that even sophisticated functions 
such as light-activated electron transfer can be achieved with low-information structures. 
Finally, we stress that evolution also designs proteins in the manner we have: it selects 
sequences which allow new biological functions to emerge rather than selecting 
structures given sequences. We believe that the success of our design efforts coupled with 
the ease with which the relevant informatic constraints on function were identified, along 
with the significant degeneracy of the functional footprint in sequence space, reveals that 




given evolutionary timescales. Thus, contrary to received wisdom, the vastness of 
sequence space presents no fine-tuning problem to protein evolution. 
The basic idea of inside-out design is as follows: 
1) pick a structure and function for a protein or other polymer-based molecular 
machine which is encoded using a specific monomer alphabet   
2) factor that design target into regions of distinct information content  
3) presume some minimum set of sequence constraints, defined by a site-specific 
probability distribution, which in turn defines a library of possible sequences  
4) randomly sample the library and assay success  
5) iteratively refine the distribution, adding information in a site-specific manner, 
until the success rate increases only asymptotically with the addition of sequence 
information (or is deemed good enough for practical purposes). 
This final distribution then approximately defines the library of all possible sequences 
which would satisfy the structure/function constraints of the design target given the 
monomer alphabet used to code the machine, or equivalently, the minimum amount 
of sequence information required to uniquely specify that particular structure/function 
in the molecular coding program. 
We chose to demonstrate the method using a single-chain, four-helix bundle fold with the 
ability to bind oxidized and reduced forms of heme as our target structure/function pair. 
Such a protein would already be capable, in principle, of participating in an electron 
transfer pathway, which is a relatively sophisticated biological function. One variant from 




capable of light-activated electron transfer.[24] One might naively imagine that the 
sequence information required to specify such a molecular machine would be high. We 
find that less than 10% of the sequence need be conserved for function, while the non-
conserved sites have an average information content of less than 2.5 bits (meaning that 
they could be mutated to any of 5 or 6 of the 20 other amino acids with no loss of 
function). There are approximately 1073 sequences in our final library which was 
sampled and found to be successful in 9 of 10 cases. Given that we have assigned 
probabilities to 104 sequence positions, the total sequence information of our 
structure/function pair is approximately 208 bits out of a possible 450 in the sequence. 
We stress below that this is likely to still be a large overestimate of the true information 
content required for function, and that our results should be seen as un upper bound on 
the total information content needed for a heme-binding helical bundle.  
Information theory for polymer-based molecular programming 
We define the mutual information between sequence and structure as the negative 
logarithm of the probability of picking an acceptable sequence from all possible 
sequences of equal length. This follows from applying the definition of Shannon 
information[9,25] to the case of polymer coding, and then noting that if no information 
aside from the sequence is involved in specifying the structure or function (Anfinsen 
principle)[26], this immediately implies that we have a noiseless channel:     
𝐼(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒: 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒) = 𝐻(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒) − 𝐻(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒|𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒) =








Where 𝑁𝑑 is called the “designability” of the structure, and represents the number of 
sequences which fold into the target functional structure. 20𝑁 is the number of possible 
protein sequences of length N which can be made from the 20 natural amino acids, thus 
𝑁𝑑/20
𝑁 is simply the probability of picking a correct sequence at random. 
In calculating the information content of our designs, without knowledge of the true 𝑁𝑑, 
we instead use the uncertainty defined by the probabilities of our distribution: 






    
𝐼(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒: 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛) = 𝐻(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒) − 𝐻(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒|𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛)







Where the probabilities are for amino acid i appearing at position j, and the sum is over 
all A (A=20) amino acids at each of N sequence positions. In this formalism, the 
designer’s true goal is thus to determine the maximally degenerate (minimum 
information) set of 𝑃𝑖,𝑗 which enable the target function. A principal feature of using a 
concrete information theory formalism for defining the design process is the ability to 
freely combine data from a wide variety of sources for refining the sequence distribution. 
The only constraint is that it be possible to turn the data into a condition on probabilities 
at specific sites. In addition, the extensive property of information allows us to bin each 
sequence position separately or in any grouping that is convenient and the total 
information in the sequence will remain simply the sum of the constraints at each 




on a mesoscale structure with the problem of guessing a set of finite, classical 
probabilities and then performing recursive Bayesian updating. 
The difference between 𝐻(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒|𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒), the true set of sequence constraints 
which define the functional footprint in sequence space, and 𝐻(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒|𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛), the 
set of sequence constraints we select ourselves as designers, represents either “missing” 
or “excrescent” information in the design constraints, depending on whether we have 
over- or under-estimated the degeneracy at a given sequence position. Subtracting (1) 
from (3) we have:  
∆𝐼 = 𝐻(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒|𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒) − 𝐻(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒|𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛)







Our aim is to minimize this quantity, which may be estimated by randomly sampling 
sequences compatible with the design rules. ∆𝐼 approaches 0 as the fraction of successful 
sequences, f*, approaches 1. Note, however, that the converse is not necessarily true. 
This is because it is possible to over or underestimate the degeneracy at each site, and the 
two sources of error may potentially cancel out to create non-overlapping distributions 
with equal magnitudes of uncertainty. As a practical design matter, this concern is 
addressed by simply ignoring the possibility of excrescent information and intentionally 
overestimating the information content of the sequences. Some acceptable sequences will 
necessarily be excluded by this approach, but if one samples from a pool of 1070 
sequences with a success rate of 99%, the fact that the true 𝑁𝑑 may be 10
75 is not a 
concern. If one wishes to use the information content calculated in such a manner to infer 




information in the sequence is a relevant concern, as evolution will appear to be a more 
difficult search than it truly is.   
We may instead make use of the fraction of successful sequences at each sampling 
generation to make a prediction concerning the total number of sequences in our library 
which should be successful, 𝑁∗, out of the total number of sequences in the library, 
written 𝑁𝐿. Since the successful fraction is merely an estimate extrapolated from a finite 
sample, we may also include confidence intervals on the estimate (oppressed here for 




𝑁∗ then defines a new conditional uncertainty which makes a prediction concerning the 
fraction of the library that needs to be excised in the next round. 







Since 𝑁∗ is defined as an estimate of the number of functional sequences in our library, it 
should increase as we add missing information but be insensitive to the addition of 
excrescent information. Meanwhile, ∆𝐼∗ = 0 only when 𝑁∗ = 𝑁𝑑. The geometric 
depiction of the situation makes this fact intuitive: the fraction of successful sequences in 
our library goes up as we eliminate parts of our distribution outside the functional basin, 
but if our library is entirely contained in the functional footprint, 𝑓∗ = 1 regardless of 




case, ∆𝐼∗ reports on the excrescent information, or the log-volume excess of 𝑁𝑑 with 
respect to 𝑁∗. 
Thus, to distinguish missing from excrescent information in the sequence library, one 
should begin by aggressively pruning the distribution until 𝑓∗ approaches 1. For a 
practical design project, this is typically all that is necessary. To use the method to arrive 
at the true designability of the structure/function, however, one must continue to 
minimize the information after 𝑓∗ saturates. When ∆𝐼∗ = 0 while 𝑓∗ = 1, 𝑁𝐿 = 𝑁𝑑, 
which is another way of saying the library defines all possible sequences which fold into 
a certain structure and allow a certain function to emerge.         
 
Figure 1.1 Venn diagram of the molecular programming/design task. The red circle 
represents the uncertainty of the sequence elements in the designer’s library and the blue 




the structure/function. Sequences in the blue circle but not the red circle represent 
excrescent information, or functional but excluded sequences. Sequences in the red circle 
but not the blue have been incorrectly included in the design library, and represent 
missing information concerning the design constraints. Their overlap is inversely 
proportional to ∆𝐼∗, which goes to zero when the red circle and the blue circle coincide. 
Both libraries are, by definition, completely contained within the larger circle 
representing the uncertainty of the sequence given only the length N and the alphabet A 
(A=20 for the amino acids) 
 
The designability of Heme-Binding Helical Bundles 
Based on our previous success with the structure[27-30], we chose to demonstrate the 
method with the design of single-chain four-helix bundles which stably bind a single, bis-
his coordinated heme in both the ferric and ferrous oxidation states. In a previous work, a 
consensus binding sequence for bis-his coordinated hemes was obtained by bioinformatic 
analysis of heme-binding helical proteins in the pdb, subdivided by the bound histidine 
rotamer.[28] This consensus sequence was shown to function in a previous study. Here, it 
was inserted into the overall sequence with probability 1 from the outset and remained 
unchanged throughout.   
Initial structure generation 
(A) Backbone template preparation. An iterative computational process is used to create 
a cofactor-bound template structure that serves as the basis for generating candidate 




the ProtCAD software package (Figure2), and the position and pitch of the helices 
adjusted according to existing backbone templates for C2-symmetric four-helix bundle 
proteins  (Figure 1.2). 
 
(B) Binding site insertion. The binding site was chosen to lie between the parallel pairs of 
helices 1 and 3.  The site is anchored by two histidine side chains, one originating from 
the sixth position of both helices, forming a bis-histidine heme binding configuration.  
Histidines were modeled to lie in the t73 rotamer as that conformation was predicted by 
our prior analysis to be the lowest energy rotamer for porphyrin ligated histidines lying 
between parallel helices. 
The binding site was then filled with a generic cofactor consisting of a disc 1.4 Å thick 
with a diameter corresponding to the largest edge-to-edge distance of the porphyrin 
moiety of a heme molecule, about 9 Å. Cofactor-helix and cofactor-cofactor distances in 
the holoprotein complex are adjusted with protCAD to remove steric clashes. Side chains 
are then added to the positions surrounding each histidine residue in accordance with the 
consensus binding sequence determined for the t73 rotamer.  
(C-D) Sequence selection.  The remaining unassigned amino acid side chain positions are 
then categorized as core, surface, or interface by inspection.  Side chains were randomly 
selected according to position using the database-derived helical core, surface, or 
interfacial frequencies of Engel and Degrado[31] with the following modifications: First, 
all residues with Chou-Fasman helical propensities of less than 0.90 were eliminated. 




excluded from the pool of candidate amino acids.  Finally, because our eventual design 
goal is to make catalysts which utilize electron transfer events between cofactors, we 
exclude the electroactive residues tryptophan, cysteine, and tyrosine.  
Sequences are further simplified by eliminating side chains within solvent exposure 
categories if they are found at frequencies <0.1 in these places: The hydrophobic residues 
isoleucine, leucine, methionine, and valine were eliminated as candidates for placement 
on the surface. Similarly, the hydrophilic residues glutamate, glutamine, lysine, and 
arginine were eliminated as candidates for placement in the core. Core and surface 
probabilities were then normalized for each of the remaining candidate residues within 
each category so that the sum of the probabilities is 1 (see Figure 1F). 




















  1.7   
Engel and Degrado did not collect side chain probabilities for interfacial residue types. 
These probabilities were instead assigned according to equation 1, where piI  is the 
interface probability for residue type i, N is the total number of all residues under 
consideration, and s iB  and s
i
E
 are the probabilities given by Engel and DeGrado [31] for 
residue i at typical buried and exposed positions, respectively. In this way, residues with 
small differences in probability between typical buried and solvent-exposed positions are 
given the greatest probability to be assigned to interfacial positions. Those residues with 
large differences in probability between exposed and buried positions (phenylalanine, 




included in the above calculation. The result of this analysis is the normalized probability 
distribution shown in figure 2. 
  
Sequence generation.  The normalized amino acid probabilities depicted in Figure 2 
produce a discrete probability distribution within each category (core, surface or 
interface). Positions of a given category are assigned by sampling the appropriate 
distribution. Specifically, for the arbitrarily ordered set of residues in a category, a 
cumulant ck = pi
i=1
k
å is constructed where pi is probability of residue i. A random number 
u is generated where 0 £ u£100 and the index k is found such that ck-1< u < ck . The 
residue at index k in the category is then assigned to the position in question. This 




the backbone structure. 
 
Figure 1.2 displays the design process for the generation of the initial structure and 
sequence probabilities. A) Initial idealized backbone. B) Relaxed backbone geometry. C) 
Cofactor-bound backbone structure. D) cofactor with ligating residues and consensus 
biding sequence (𝑃𝑖 = 1). E) remaining sequence position groupings (core, surface, and 
interface). F) Final candidate structure. G) Final sequence groupings. H) Initial 
probability distribution for core, surface, and interface positions.   
 
In the initial ten samples generated there were no successful sequences found. Only 3 of 




gain more information about constraints on binding, the three soluble proteins had several 
positions on the non-ligating helices mutated to alanine. These were referred to as the 
‘cavity mutants,’ as they were made with the rational that steric clashes in the core were 
inhibiting the bound geometry. One of the three resulting mutants bound heme. We then 
created a second library based on our observations from the first. The clearest 
impediment to success was solubility, and we chose to address this by imposing a larger 
charge requirement on each helix. These were referred to as the “supercharging 
modifications.” The cavity mutations were also added to the consensus sequence and 
inserted with probability 1. This had the effect of shifting information from the structure 
into the binding sequence, while the charge restrictions removed about 1 million 
sequences from the library, increasing the total information by about 20 bits. The total 
information implied by our library size in the second generation was 281 bits. With these 
modifications, a second library was created with 10 random proteins. 5 were positively 
“supercharged” and 5 were negatively supercharged. The supercharging rule was that 
each helix independently had a charge of +/- 4, and that the overall sequences had charge 
+/- 16 or greater. Calculations of the information content of the supercharging mutations 
are included as an appendix. 
In the second generation, 6 of 10 library members were soluble and functional. Noticing 
that the negatively charged portion of the library was successful more often than the 
positive portion, we made a final generation of 10 new random sequences taken from 
only the negative library sequences, and eliminating arginine. This third generation was 
successful in 9/10 cases. Figure 3 shows the bound spectra of all 9 functional proteins, in 




in this library had the highest net charge, -21, and failed to express in e. coli. This 
suggests that the appropriate charge range to ensure solubility while maintaining high 
expression levels is in the -16 to -20 range, with a charge of -4 or -5 per helix. The final 
generation had a total sequence information of 208 bits. Even if we were to take the 
confidence standards of particle physics, we can say with better than 5 σ that there are 
more than 1070 sequences in our library that will successfully fold in water and bind 
heme in both oxidation states, enabling the use of such a molecule in an electron transfer 
pathway. Given that the cavity mutations and the consensus sequence are likely to be 
overdetermined (contain excrescent information), the true designability of heme-binding 
helical bundles is likely to be ≫ 1075. Table 1 lists the information content at each 





Figure 1.3 displays the oxidized and reduced spectra of all 9 functional proteins sampled 
from the 3rd generation design library. All absorbances are normalized relative to the 
protein absorbance at 280 nanometers, thus normalizing by differences in concentration 
and molar absorptivity. #3 is the weakest binder of the series, and is displayed twice; first 
on the same scale as the other 9 and immediately to its right (top right corner) on a 
separate scale so that it may be clearly seen to bind both oxidation states. The bottom 
right-most panel displays the spectra of unbound heme, with the oxidized peak 




oxidized and reduced binding constants implied by the spectra, indicating that the library 
supports a range of bound reduction potentials. 
 
 
Table 1.4: Information content and designability of all three design generations 
 
The probability of information emergence and protein evolution  
The high designability of a task as specific as heme-binding helical bundles has 
implications for the distribution of functional sequences over sequence space itself and 
the constraints imposed on protein evolution. First and foremost, we believe our results 
argue that the ‘folding problem’ is not relevant to protein design or evolution. Neither 
process is required to minimize the potential energy of a structure given a sequence, and 
both may proceed more effectively by solving the problem in the inverse direction. The 
intractability of the folding problem is thus a result of the intractability of inverting the 
evolutionary process itself. One may consider that in the case of designing sequences 
given target structures and functions, the enormous degeneracy implied by a large 
Generation Total info Conserved info Designability % Successful 
1 241 bits 86 bits 1062 10 
2 280 bits 142 bits 1051 60 




designability eases the task of evolution, as higher designability structures may be 
specified with fewer bits. The opposite is true when attempting to solve the folding 
problem. The degeneracy of the structural space with respect to the identity of the 
sequence elements causes the volume of the energy landscape that needs to be searched 
to expand exponentially.  
A particularly intriguing prospect, given the approach outlined here, is to shift focus 
away from individual proteins of interest and toward the functional and thermodynamic 
properties of sequence space itself. How different is the average folding stability of a 
natural protein from the average folding stability of a protein selected at random from the 
set of all possible proteins? Our method opens the possibility of producing quantifiable 
answers to such questions, and thus the possibility of quantifying the work done by 
natural selection in specifying biological functions. 
It is also worth noting that the arguments presented here have bearing on the arguments 
for “intelligent design” in evolution. Interestingly, we use identical math as presented in 
[ref] to reach exactly the opposite conclusion concerning whether evolution need be a 
guided search to succeed. We do not wish to legitimate the “theory” of intelligent design 
by taking it seriously enough to be worthy of refutation, nevertheless understanding why 
the conclusions of intelligent design do not follow from the mathematics of information 
theory applied to polymer coding helps to explain what our work does imply about 
evolution. If one claims that a roughly 100 amino acid long protein contains 
approximately 300 bits of information in its sequence which specifies its structure and 




1) The odds of picking a correct sequence purely randomly by guessing one of the 
20 amino acids at each position is 1 in 2300 or ≈ 1/1090. 
2) One only needs to correctly answer 300 yes or no questions which restrict the 
identity of the sequence elements to uniquely specify the structure/function pair in 
question. 
Both statements are completely equivalent to the assertion that the sequence contains 300 
bits. The first statement is the essence of the intelligent design argument. In this context, 
a number as small as 1/1090 is intended to “speak for itself” as an indicator that 
intentional design was necessary in protein evolution. The second statement is the 
essence of our assertion that protein evolution is facile. In a modern context, 300 bits is 
hardly enough information to send a text message, and evolution is under no obligation to 
A) produce all 300 bits in a single guess or B) guess correctly the first time or fail 
eternally. If one allows the possibility that evolution could have refined the sequence 
information in steps, then given the genetic code it is, a priori, a mere 300 binary steps 
away from the right answer. If correct answers are retained, and one gets to guess again at 
each successive generation, then after 300 successful guesses the job is done. Indeed, this 
is the point of thinking about the sequence in terms of the dual structure of information 
rather than simply working with the sequence space directly: the information content 
reports on the number of correct mutations necessary to specify a structure/function, 
while the combinatorics of sequence space produces vast numbers that obscure this 
fundamental simplicity and cause ID arguments to have a veneer of rationality. If 
evolution proceeded with the maximum computational efficiency implied by the 




joules of work, or about half a kilojoule at room temperature. For comparison, every 
square meter of the earth receives about 2.5 times this amount of energy from the sun 
every second. While evolution is certainly nowhere close to this degree of efficiency, it 
has also had enormously more free energy than required by such a bound at its disposal 
throughout the course of evolution. Thus, when estimating the probability of a structure 
requiring x number of bits emerging, the relevant criterion is not the a priori probability 
of the structure simply appearing ex nihilo, but rather the probability of that much 
information accruing given the available free energy in the environment to drive systems 
out of equilibrium, the frequency of mutations, and the elapsed time for the search. Posed 
in these terms, a mere 300 bits is seen to be a trivial task for natural selection in a 
complex and energetic environment such as earth.     
Finally, we stress that the method, as outlined here, is by no means restricted to heme-
binding helical bundles (which are not a naturally occurring structure-function pair to 
begin with) and is a general approach that may be used to design any molecular machine 
built from a polymer coding system. We hope that other molecular designers will 
recognize the value of the method, and begin to approach molecular design as more akin 
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This chapter introduces the formalism for dealing with coupled folding and 
binding reactions in proteins, and establishes that IDP’s which couple folding 
and binding generically have the property of acting as environmental sensors. 
We also demonstrate that there is both a folding energy which optimizes the 
sensitivity of the sensor and achieves maximum isothermal efficiency for a 1-bit 
computation. Having shown, in the first chapter, how information theory is 
relevant to the design of proteins, we now show how it is relevant to the actual 
function of proteins in biology- which is to interact with and transmit 
information about the environment through the cell. Protein phase transitions are 
thus the basis of the responsive component of life, and we set out to prove that 
conformational switching is the most basic form of biological communication by 
establishing that any IDP can serve as a 1-bit channel. 
 
The phase diagram of a molecular switch as a function of free ligand 
concentration and ionic strength and its computational capacity as a 
biosensor 
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) may be engineered to function as molecular 
switches for a variety of uses. These molecules may have the property of adopting 
structure upon binding to a ligand, and the structural change accompanying binding is 
often used to transduce signals in biology.[32,33] Engineered biosensors may also 
substantially benefit from having a structural phase transition accompanying the binding 




transition, such as the index of refraction in a monolayer of receptor proteins, offer the 
potential for large signal-to-noise gains over current biosensor technology, and of 
recreating naturally occurring molecular signaling mechanisms in an artificial context.  
Realizing this potential requires understanding the free energy landscape of 
molecular configurations as a function of experimentally accessible control 
parameters. I will provide a simple derivation of a phase diagram for an IDP 
with a single ligand binding site, which exists in pure water as an ensemble of 
unfolded states, and which is presumed to be prevented from folding due to 
some repulsive coulomb interactions which are screened by the ionic strength as 
≈ −√𝐼 under the assumptions of the Debye-Huckel model.[34] The protein 
population will shift in favor of the folded state by either adding ligand or 
increasing ionic strength, and furthermore, for engineering purposes, the ionic 
strength may be tuned to optimize the sensitivity of the protein population to 
added ligand. 
After deriving and experimentally validating a mass action model for a coupled 
folding and binding process based on these considerations, we will consider the 
capacity of such a molecule to act as a sensor of the ligand concentration in its 
environment and to transmit information concerning the ligand levels present. 
We find that, for a given value of the ligand concentration to be detected, there 
are universal optimum values of the folding energy which do not depend on the 







Forces determining free energy of folding 
 The free energy of folding of the macromolecule is assumed to be composed of two 
parts, a positive (unfavorable) term due to electrostatic repulsion and a negative 
(favorable) term due primarily to the core of the protein:  
∆𝐺𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 = ∆𝐺𝑒𝑟 + ∆𝐺𝑐 2.1 
Short-range interactions such as Van Der Waal’s forces and fluctuations of 
Lennard-Jones potentials are assumed to be similar for both folded and unfolded 
states and are thus negligible or may play some small role in setting the value of 
Δ𝐺𝑐. In the case of a designed protein which is intentionally destabilized by the 
presence of multiple like charges on the surface, the electrostatic term and the 
term due to the packing of the hydrophobic core should, to a good 
approximation, be large enough such that any other interactions are negligible. 
The Debye-Huckel model for the electrostatic screening due to ionic strength 
predicts that the repulsive term should decay with the negative of the square root 
of the ionic strength. If we take the value of the net repulsion at some fixed 
reference value of the ionic strength, then we may express the free energy of 
folding as:   
 
∆𝐺𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 = ∆𝐺𝑒𝑟
° − 𝐴√𝐼 + ∆𝐺𝑐 2.2 
where A is a constant that gives the term units of energy and which includes kT, 




initially unfolded at low ionic strength, the reference for I is conveniently taken 
as the ionic strength of pure water, and the protein population will transition 









Coupling Folding and Ligand Binding  
While the unstructured state of the molecule may have some small affinity for 
the ligand, the primary driving force in the majority of biological binding 
reactions is due to the sequestering of a non-polar cofactor away from water in a 
hydrophobic cavity of the protein interior. With structural complementarity of 
the ligand for the cavity, such interactions are typically many kcals per mole 
larger than any nonspecific interactions between the unstructured protein and the 
ligand. We therefore construct a thermodynamic cycle for coupling the folding 







Figure 2.1 displays the mass action scheme used to couple the folding and binding 
reaction. The unfolded protein is presumed not to interact with the ligand, while the 
ligand binds the folded state with the intrinsic dissociation constant 𝐾𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑. The observed 
binding constant at a given ionic strength is the sum of the intrinsic binding energy and 
the energy required to fold the protein in that environment. 
  
 
ΔG and K “fold” are the apo-state folding energy and equilibrium constant, 
respectively. ΔG and K “bind” represent the energy of the binding reaction to 




“obs” are the energy and dissociation constant one would measure in an 
equilibrium binding titration. Moving around this cycle counterclockwise yields 
the energy conservation condition:  
∆𝐺𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 + ∆𝐺𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑 − ∆𝐺𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 0 = −𝑅𝑇 ln𝐾𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 +𝑅𝑇 ln𝐾𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑 − 𝑅𝑇 ln𝐾𝑜𝑏𝑠 2.4  
From which follows the relationship between the equilibrium constants: 
𝐾𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝐾𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝐾𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑⁄ 2.5  
which demonstrates that the observed binding energy is not an independent variable, but 
is fixed by the reference folding energy of the unbound state and the intrinsic binding 
energy of the folded state. In our simplified model of a highly-charged polyanionic 
protein, the folding energy is determined solely by the screening effect of salt in solution, 
as given by equation 2.2.  
The intrinsic binding constant 𝐾𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑, written here as a dissociation constant, may 
be obtained experimentally via an equilibrium binding titration at ionic strength 
𝐼𝑒𝑞. However, for practical purposes the kinetics of the experiment are greatly 
simplified performing the measurement at an ionic strength >> 𝐼𝑒𝑞 and 
subtracting the folding energy, which may be obtained separately through a 
denaturation titration. 
 The observed binding reaction is described by a binding hyperbola, with ?̅? representing 
the fractional bound population. It depends on the ionic strength at which the titration is 
performed, the free ligand concentration to drive the reaction, and the observed free 




We take L to be the free ligand concentration so the expression requires no weak-binding 
assumption and is fully general:   
?̅?(𝐼, 𝐿, ∆𝐺𝑜𝑏𝑠) =
𝐿
𝐾𝑜𝑏𝑠(𝐼, ∆𝐺𝑜𝑏𝑠) + 𝐿
2.6 
The total protein population may then be divided into bound and unbound 
fractions, and the total folded population may be written as the sum of the bound 
and unbound populations. The model only allows the ligand to bind to the folded 
state by assumption, so the probability of the bound fraction being folded is 1. 
The unbound fraction, meanwhile, is folded or unfolded with a probability given 
by its Boltzmann factor:  
𝑓(̅𝐼, 𝐿, ∆𝐺𝑜𝑏𝑠) = (1 − ?̅?)𝑃𝑓 + ?̅? 2.7 
𝑃𝑓 is defined by a two-state Boltzmann distribution with the unfolded state 















The free energy of folding at any L and I is defined by the folded fraction 𝑓:̅ 





The phase coexistence line, in terms of ligand concentration and ionic strength, 




the bound fraction required to equilibrate the folded population, ?̅?𝑒𝑞, by 
substituting 𝑓̅ = 1/2 into 2.7 and solving for ?̅?. This expression is thus also 











We term the free ligand concentration which equilibrates the folding reaction 
𝐿𝑒𝑞, and solve for this concentration in terms of the probability of folding in the 
apo state, 𝑃𝑓 and the observed binding constant at a given ionic strength: 
 
𝐿𝑒𝑞(𝐼, ∆𝐺𝑜𝑏𝑠) = 𝐾𝑜𝑏𝑠(1 − 2𝑃𝑓) 2.11 
 








Which shows that 𝐾𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 and 𝐾𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑 are the only free parameters determining the 
equilibrium, as is required by the cycle condition, equation 2.4. Equation 2.2 
implies that 𝐾𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑(𝐼) = 𝑒
−(∆𝐺𝑐+∆𝐺𝑒𝑟
° −𝐴√𝐼)/𝑅𝑇, meanwhile 𝐾𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑  is defined by the 
binding energy. Thus the final expression for 𝐿𝑒𝑞(𝐼, ∆𝐺),  in terms of the 


























This curve maps out the phase coexistence line in the I-L plane in the traditional 
manner of a 2-D phase diagram for a fluid where the axes are normally 
temperature and pressure, or any combination of two state variables. Using this 
expression, one can determine, for any combination of L and I, whether the 
folded or unfolded state of the protein is the global free energy minimum of the 
system. Equation 2.13 is thus an equation of state for the folding phase 
transition.   
  
Several versions of  𝐿𝑒𝑞(𝐼, ∆𝐺) are graphed below for a) different values of ∆𝐺𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑, thus 
systematically varying the binding energy at fixed folding energy, and b) for the 
combination of ∆𝐺𝑐 + ∆𝐺𝑒𝑟






Figure 2.2 In the graph shown, each curve is the folding phase coexistence line with 
constant folding energy and varying binding energy. The y-axis represents the free ligand 
concentration and the x-axis ionic strength. All curves intersect the x-axis at 𝑥 = 𝐼𝑒𝑞 







Figure 2.3 Here, we hold the binding energy constant and vary the folding energy by 
increasing ∆𝐺𝑐 + ∆𝐺𝑒𝑟
° . The value of 𝐼𝑒𝑞 moves to larger salt concentrations as the 
folding weakens. 
To validate these expressions and demonstrate their utility in designing molecular 
switches, we designed and expressed a series of proteins with identical core sequences 
but varying net charge on the surface. This was referred to as the ‘supercharged series.’ 
After a great deal of experimentation and a few design generations, the details of which 
can be found in the theses of my colleagues Bernard Everson and Cooper French, we 
found that, for the range of salt concentrations which were experimentally practical and 
biologically relevant (.1-1 Molar), “negative 28” (named by its net charge) displayed the 
largest dynamic response in that range. The figure below displays the results of 





The first prediction of the model validated by the data is that the change in 
folding energy with ionic strength is proportional to −√𝐼, indicating that the salt 
is primarily attenuating the internal electrostatic repulsion of the protein itself 
through the screening effect, as described by the Debye-Huckel equation. More 
importantly, the binding energy varies with salt in precisely the same way as the 
folding energy, validating the cycle condition with which we coupled the folding 
and binding reactions and demonstrating that the salt’s effect on the binding 
reaction is through its coupling to the folding reaction. The cycle condition 
further predicts that the difference between the two curves should simply be the 
constant difference of the binding energy independent of the folding process, 
while the observed experimental binding constant at the equilibrium salt 
concentration for the folding reaction, 𝐼𝑒𝑞 , will also be the intrinsic binding 
constant for the binding reaction. Furthermore, the value of 𝐼𝑒𝑞 is itself 
experimentally determined by the unfolding curve. Thus, the model provides a 
means of validation by producing two experimentally independent predictions 
for the value of the binding energy: as the difference in energy of the folding 
and binding energies at any ionic strength and as the experimentally measured 





Figure 2.4 displays experimentally measured folding and binding data of “negative 28.” 
The curves shown fit the slope and intercept of the data to the negative square root of the 
concentration of sodium chloride. 
Based on the fit to the data, 𝐼𝑒𝑞 for negative 28 is .355 molar NaCl. The value of 
the observed binding energy at this salt concentration is -6.72 kcal/mol, while 
the average difference between the curves 6.64 kcal/mol. The difference in 
energy between the two curves and the experimental binding constant at the 
equilibrium salt concentration therefore agree to within .1 kcal/mol, which is 
well within experimental error. The model has therefore passed three 
independent tests of its validity, indicating that the energy conservation 
condition required by the thermodynamic cycle is correct, and that the model 




We have thus designed a de novo molecular switch based on the methodology of 
chapter 1, and we have now derived and experimentally validated the mass-
action model which governs its phase behavior. Our final aim in this chapter will 
be to demonstrate that this molecule has the emergent property of acting as an 
environmental sensor of the ambient ligand concentration, if it exists in an 
environment where another extensive observable is itself dependent on the state 
of the folding reaction. An artificial example of such an environment would be a 
self-assembled monolayer of these proteins on the surface of a chip prepared for 
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) detection, where the change in the index of 
refraction due to the folding reaction could in turn cause a wavelength shift in 
the plasmon radiation. Natural examples abound, however, as any coupled 
folding and binding reaction with the mass-action scheme of 2.4 will obey the 
equation of state 2.13, and the coupling of any other reaction to the initial 
folding reaction will cause the coupled reaction to report on the ligand 
concentration. 
Information change in a coupled folding-binding reaction network 
The machine task performed by the molecular switch is based on its capacity to 
adopt either an ordered or a disordered state depending on, in our case, both the 
salt and ligand concentration. Generally, we may say that the switch is capable 
of reporting on a set of observables Y where the elements of Y are the 
independent variables which form the emergent phase space of molecular 
configurations. For a natural enzyme, this would be a list of all the substrates it 




ground state configuration of the enzyme in its environment (the environment 
being defined most generally as just a list of concentrations of the relevant 
species along with temperature and pressure). 
The molecule, however, still only has two distinct macrostates, at least in our 
simple model. Thus, the maximum information that it is logically possible to 
extract from observing the state of the molecule or, equivalently, by coupling 
some other reaction to the state of the folding reaction, is 1 bit. 
𝐼(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛)𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐻(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛)𝑚𝑎𝑥 = log2 2 = 1 𝑏𝑖𝑡 2.14  
For simplicity, we calculate the information gained about the protein’s state 
given knowledge of the ligand concentration at constant ionic strength = 𝐼𝑒𝑞, so 
that our initial uncertainty regarding the protein state is the maximum value. We 
are dealing with a symmetric information channel, so the information gained 
about the protein given some aspect of its environment is the same as the 
information that would be gained about the environment given knowledge of the 
protein’s state. 
𝐼(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛: 𝐼 = 𝐼𝑒𝑞) = 𝐻(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛)𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐻(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛|𝐼 = 𝐼𝑒𝑞) = 0 2.15   
This is because 𝐼𝑒𝑞 is defined as the ionic strength which brings the folding reaction into 
equilibrium, which is the state of maximum entropy for the reaction. Equilibrium states 
always contain zero information, which is simply an equivalent way of stating that they 




Now, remembering that we are at constant 𝐼𝑒𝑞 but suppressing this condition for clarity of 
notation, we calculate the information gained about the protein state given knowledge of 
the ligand concentration. At the folding equilibrium, the folding reaction contributes no 
free energy to the binding reaction, which thus proceeds with the intrinsic, decoupled 
value of the binding constant:  
∆𝐺𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝐾𝑜𝑏𝑠 = ∆𝐺𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝐾𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑 2.16  
Which means that at 𝐼𝑒𝑞 , 𝐾𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝐾𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑 , a prediction we used to confirm the model. 
Furthermore, at 𝐼𝑒𝑞 , 𝑃𝑓 = 1/2 and 𝐾𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 1. Referring to 2.6 and 2.7, the bound and 











The expression for 𝑓 ̅reproduces the correct limits of ½ for 𝐿 = 0 and 1 for 𝐿 ≫ 𝐾𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑. 
The conditional uncertainty of the protein’s state given the ligand concentration is then 
the uncertainty of the binomial distribution for a two-state process with state probabilities 
𝑓 ̅and (1 − 𝑓)̅, which takes on its maximum value of 1 when 𝑓̅ = 1/2 and decays to zero 
as 𝑓 ̅approaches either 0 or 1: 
𝐻(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛|𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑑) = −(𝑓̅ log2 𝑓̅ + (1 − 𝑓)̅ log2(1 − 𝑓)̅) 2.19 
In the limit of large L, 𝑓 ̅approaches 1 and thus 𝐻(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛|𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑑) approaches 0. Thus, 
as L approaches infinity the mutual information between the molecule and the ligand 






𝐼(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛: 𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑑) = 𝐻(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛)𝑚𝑎𝑥 − lim
𝐿→∞
𝐻(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛|𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑑) = 1 𝑏𝑖𝑡 2.20 
A more practical question than what happens in the limit of infinite ligand concentration, 
however, is the behavior of the molecule in realistic ligand concentration ranges. Based 
on equation 2.18 we see, as we should expect, that the sensitivity of the protein to the 
ligand depends on the binding constant or energy of interaction between the ligand and 
the protein. By making the substitution 𝐿 = 𝑛𝐾𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑 , with 𝑛 ≥ 0 , one considers the 
amount of free ligand as a proportion of the dissociation constant for the binding reaction, 
which has units of molar. This has the effect of causing the dependence on the binding 









log2(1 + 2𝑛) − log2(1 + 𝑛) 2.22 
This expression is “universal” in the sense that it captures the amount of information that 
can be gained through the binding reaction independently of the value of the binding 
energy. This is useful because often the ligand concentration is the independent 
parameter which we would like to match with the receptor affinity. For engineered 
biosensing applications, there will often be some critical concentration of the sensed 
analyte that sets an acceptable limit in a sample from an environment. If we want to 
detect a poison or some other dangerous substance, for example, then we will want the 
sensor to activate at a threshold which represents harmful levels, and this will vary from 




evolution of membrane-bound or soluble sensors/receptors. Having a general expression 
which is independent of the binding energy allows one to take any relevant ligand 
concentration in the environment, decide how much information is required about the 
ligand concentration (how certain do we want to be about the concentration before we act 
based on this information) and then find A) the binding energy which responds to this 
concentration and B) the folding energy which optimizes the sensitivity of the receptor at 
that concentration.  
To gain more insight into the response of the molecule to the ligand, we may repeat the 
above substitution 𝐿 = 𝑛𝐾𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑 without the initial assumption that the folding reaction is 
at equilibrium. We then arrive at a general expression which depends only on 𝑛 and 
𝐾𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑: 
𝑓(̅𝑛) =
𝑛𝐾𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 + 𝑛 + 1










(𝐾𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 + 1)(𝑛𝐾𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 + 1)
2 2.24 
Taking the derivative of this expression with respect to 𝐾𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 and finding the zero of the 
resulting expression thus identifies the relationship between 𝑛  and 𝐾𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑  which 








Thus, given a value of the ligand concentration which one hopes to detect in terms of 𝑛, 
there exists an optimal 𝐾𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑 which maximizes 
𝜕?̅? 
𝜕𝑛
. Below we show data collected from a 
binding titration performed in a circular dichroism spectrometer which tracks helicity. It 
is thus an indicator of the folded fraction of the protein population as a function of ligand 
concentration. We first calculate the initially folded protein population at the 
experimental salt concentration of 300 millimolar. We then convert the CD data to a 
fraction folded by normalizing the ellipticity at each point by the total change in 
ellipticity. The red line shown is a fit to equation 2.23. The fit predicts the data yields an 
equilibrium constant for the folding reaction of .83, while the unfolding data from the 





Figure 2.5 shows the effect of added ligand on the folded population, directly validating 
the mass action scheme in figure 2.1 The experimental data are converted to a fraction 
folded by first calculating the initial folded population given the value of the folding 
energy for the experimental salt concentration (300 millimolar) based on the fit to the 
unfolding data. The change in the folded population is then determined by normalizing 
the overall change in the ellipticity 1 − 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 .  The heme concentration is then 
normalized by the observed binding constant at the experimental salt concentration 
(20𝜇𝑀), and the data is fit to equation 2.23. The equilibrium constant obtained in this 





Since our designed molecular switch binds heme, there is no critical concentration value 
to identify for which we could calculate the optimum value of the folding energy. Given 
that the folding energy is a tunable parameter in an environment where the ionic strength 
is itself controllable, there exists an optimal I which will in turn yield the optimal folding 
energy once the desired switching concentration is determined. The most immediate 
question raised by the above considerations, however, is whether natural receptors which 
do detect ligands with properties that single out a concentration of interest have folding 
energies near the optimum value indicated by equation 2.25. If a natural example which 
obeys this relationship were to be found, it would further vindicate the model described 
here. The accuracy of the model in describing our designed switch, however, is a 
promising first indication that we have captured some universal features of coupled 






Figure 2.6 shows the reaction landscape for the computation performed by the protein. 
After being primed into the folded state, which is assumed to be higher energy than the 
unfolded state in the absence of ligand, the protein then selects between binding the 
ligand and relaxing to the bound state or collapsing back to the unfolded state. The depth 
of the potential well associated to the bound state increases as the source term associated 
to the ligand concentration (the “ligand field”) increases. 
 
Optimizing computational efficiency of the sensor with Ionic strength 
Finally, turning to the isothermal efficiency of the sensor, the Landauer limit at room 




amount of free energy dissipation will yield a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 and the maximum 




apparent binding energy may be controlled by the folding energy and the folding energy 
may be independently controlled with the ionic strength, tuning the ionic strength is a 
generic means of optimizing the efficiency of the sensor. Because we have assumed that 
the unfolded state of the protein does not interact with the ligand at all, the specific 
binding energy is equivalent to the observed binding energy in our model. Given these 
assumptions, we may express the ionic strength which yields the maximum efficiency as: 



















, the equilibrium 
constant for the folding reaction at the reference value of the ionic strength. In the case of 
negative 28, optimal efficiency for a 1-bit computation is unreachable with the intrinsic 
value of the binding energy and folding energy we have designed in. This is unsurprising, 
given that we didn’t design the protein with this efficiency in mind. It is approximately 
2.7 kcals/mol more stable, even in pure water, than would be required for the optimum 
dissipation for a 1-bit computation. The sequence itself, however, could easily be mutated 
to a less stable fold for this purpose, given the size of the designability of helical bundles 
demonstrated in chapter 1. More importantly, equation 2.27 shows that coupled folding 
and binding reactions can generically tune the protein folding energy to whatever value is 
required for maximum efficiency, provided the fold has a large enough designability to 
accommodate the required folding energy to offset the intrinsic binding energy between 




interaction energies may thus, according to these arguments, be a generic mechanism 
capable of explaining the widespread prevalence of biological interactions operating at or 
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 Chapter 3 
Biological Electron Transfer 
As we saw in the introduction, classical thermodynamics is about the analysis of entropy 
gradients. Cell biology is, in turn, engineered using the principles of classical 
thermodynamics, and as a result the art of biological organization centers around the 
“juggling” of entropy gradients: the relaxation of one microenvironment is inevitably 
coupled to the excitation of another and so on, so that the cell is constantly conducting 
internal “currents” of entropy (shifting relative state probabilities) within itself. We saw 
in the last chapter perhaps the simplest possible example of how a protein’s structure can 
be used to play a role in this process: by simply having the protein fall apart until 
structure is induced in it by some environmental signal, a macromolecule can have the 
emergent property of acting as a sensor of the environment. Finally, given the evidence 
presented in chapter 1, if the designability of a function in protein sequence space is 
large, then that function can tolerate a range of protein folding energies such that biology 
can easily find a sequence which has the desired property of “just barely falling apart on 
its own” without compromising the capacity of the protein to still function when its 
structure is induced by the appropriate signal. 
In this chapter, we will consider how protein structure plays a role in the primary 
business of cell biology: electron transfer. Electron transfer is at the center of all 
metabolic processes in biology for two basic physical reasons. First, electrons are the 




fundamental interaction which governs biology is the electromagnetic force. Gravity 
plays a role only on “physiological” scales, and for the networks of tunneling reactions 
that constitute respiration and photosynthesis it is irrelevant. The strong and weak 
interactions are equally irrelevant to the energy and temperature scales which define 
biology. In addition, the fundamental gradient which first drove metabolism into 
existence on the earth is widely thought to be the chemical potential gradient between the 
electrons in carbon dioxide and the electrons in methane.[35] This notion is supported by 
the obvious but often overlooked fact that all biological molecules are built from carbon 
atoms in intermediate oxidation states between methane and carbon dioxide, which are 
the most reduced and oxidized forms of carbon that are stable at atmospheric temperature 
and pressure, respectively. Viewed as a closed mass chemical reactor on evolutionary 
timescales (which it is, to a good approximation), biochemistry is a cycle of electrons 
being passed around a standing mass of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen atoms, with a 
steady production of hydrogen (which escapes the atmosphere) over time. Viewed 
globally, these cycles make the earth a giant battery, and biology is what you can 
elaborate on top of the redox reactions that allow the potential stored in this battery to 
equilibrate--given 4 billion years of draining the battery. Our current understanding of 
geochemistry implies that this battery sets the ’lifecycle’ of the biosphere itself: when all 
the water has been split into hydrogen and oxygen and a majority of the resulting 
hydrogen has escaped the atmosphere, the earth will turn both as dead and red as the 
surface of mars, which in this context is a preview of what will become of the earth when 




Another important fact to notice about electron transfers and biology is that the relaxation 
timescales of electrons stored in chemical bonds in turn set all the higher-order timescales 
of the metabolic cycles which depend on them. The degrees of freedom which are kept 
out of equilibrium in cells are the bond energies. Being isothermal, cells do not store free 
energy/information in thermal gradients. They generate high chemical potential electrons 
and use the relaxation of these electrons to transmit information, which in direct physical 
terms means shifting the probabilities of various structural states of its components in a 
correlated manner. The information capacity of an electron transfer network is thus a 
direct measure of how much information the cell can in turn use to perform 
computations, as all metabolic pathways must begin with the generation of the high-
potential electrons used to form the transmembrane proton gradient which in turn 
generates ATP. Our main task here will be to compute the information content and 
isothermal efficiency of electron transfer networks, under the assumption that the 
framework of Marcus theory describes biological tunneling. We thus begin with the 
basics of the Marcus theory of electron transfer. 
 
Kinetic theory of electron transfer 
Electron transfer (redox) reactions are of central importance in physical chemistry, and 
they were the first reactions to be completely described at the non-equilibrium level, due 
to the simplicity of their reaction landscapes. For many years, Marcus theory made redox 
reactions the single known exception to the rule that one “cannot confuse 
thermodynamics and kinetics.” What this proscription really means, in the modern 




thermodynamics), is that a barrier height should not be confused with a well-depth. The 
rates of transitions between states are exponential in the barrier heights, or activation 
energies, while the free energy differences of a reaction depend on the difference in free 
energy of the product and reactant ground states.  
Marcus theory provides a geometric description of both quantities and the relationship 
between them, and is not in fact limited to the context of electron transfer. It has already 
been successfully extended to cover proton transfers and other forms of simple chemical 
reactions.[36] All that precludes its application to more complicated contexts are the 
identifications of the appropriate reaction coordinates to parameterize the progress of the 
reactions. For electron and proton transfers, this coordinate can be identified with a 
simple physical distance, such as distance between the redox center and its solvent shell, 
and the energy of both reactant and product states can then be computed as a function of 
this distance. 
 For more complicated chemical transitions, the reaction coordinate may not be 
expressible as any simple, physically identifiable distance. It is still generally the case, 
however, that there is a “least-action path” leading through phase space from the reactant 
ground state to the product ground state, and that this least action path contains a “saddle-
point”, which will set the value of the activation energy. Knowing that such a path exists 
even if we do not know how to parameterize it in terms of a measurable basis allows us to 
apply various forms of the fluctuation theorems to any chemical process, and if we can 
identify cycles of the system which allow for measurement of the thermodynamic state 
variables at specific points in the cycle, we can use non-equilibrium thermodynamics to 




measurements. Being the earliest known and simplest instance of a non-equilibrium 
thermodynamic description of a chemical reaction, Marcus theory provides an ideal 
starting point both for teaching non-equilibrium thermodynamics and for understanding 
the non-equilibrium nature of biological processes.  
We will begin with the kinetic description of two-state electron transfer and will use the 
notation of Beratan’s “Flickering resonance” model,[37] as it captures both adiabatic and 










→   𝐷𝐴− 3.1
 
The three steps involved in the process are: 1) Activation of the donor-acceptor complex 
into a two-state resonant ensemble, which occurs with rate 𝑘𝑜𝑛. 2) Transfer of the 
electron from the donor to the acceptor in the resonant ensemble, with rate inverse to the 
resonant transfer time 𝜏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠. 3) “Trapping” of the electron with localization at the 
acceptor site and loss of the resonant state. This step is considered irreversible in the 
kinetic scheme, and is thus where the dissipation step--the machine operation in the 
context of the theory of molecular machines--takes place. It occurs with rate inverse to 
the mean trapping time. 
Before we turn to Marcus theory, we make the more general assumption that the rate of 









∆𝐺∗ is the activation energy of the reaction (which should never be confused with the 
free energy change of the reaction, even though this doesn’t mean that thermodynamics 
and kinetics are different disciplines! Stop telling students to restrict thermodynamics to 







𝑘𝑏𝑇 3.3  
The form of 𝜏∗ will depend on which step is rate-limiting in the mass action scheme. 
Because we are considering electron transfer as a molecular machine operation, we will 
assume that the transfer mechanism is non-adiabatic, so that some dissipation occurs 
during the trapping step. Adiabatic transfer implies that no dissipation occurs during the 
transfer process because both donor and acceptor remain in their ground state throughout. 
Adiabatic energy or charge transfer may indeed play a role in certain aspects of biology, 
but is incompatible with thermodynamic computation, as this must always be 
accompanied by the minimum dissipation dictated by the second law in the form of the 
Landauer limit. Thus, restricting ourselves to charge transport that can be considered as a 
machine operation also means restricting ourselves to non-adiabatic charge transfer. In 








V is the electronic coupling between the donor and acceptor, which measures the extent 
of correlation between the donor and acceptor wave functions. Assuming a non-adiabatic 












The fundamental assumption of Marcus theory is that a generic redox reaction between a 
“donor” and “acceptor” molecule may be described by the electronic interaction between 
two independent harmonic oscillators.[40] This is already an equivalent assumption to 
that made by the theory of molecular machines regarding the 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 normal modes in the 
molecular machine each behaving as an independent “pin” undergoing Brownian motion. 
In the classical picture, this means that the activation energy may be obtained by solving 






Figure 3.1 displays the geometric depiction of classical Marcus theory. The green 
parabola represents the reactant state potential energy while the red parabola represents 
the product state.  
 





∆𝐺° is the free energy difference for the reaction, which corresponds to the energy 
difference between the vertices of the parabolas in the above diagram. 𝜆 is the 
“reorganization energy” of the reaction, and has the physical meaning of the total energy 
required to move the reactants into the nuclear configuration of the products without 




for the environment, as one can consider 𝜆 a measure of how much work it takes to 
deform the environment from an off to an on-resonant state for the transfer reaction to 
occur. A critical question in current research into biological charge transport is whether 
proteins take an active role in tuning the reorganization energy of the environment to 









Which is the Marcus expression for non-adiabatic electron transfer.  It is also common to 
see 𝑉2 ≈ 𝑒−𝛽𝑟, where 𝛽 is the conductance decay with length and r is the transfer 
distance. The maximum rate, from the manipulation of the thermodynamic variables, 
occurs when ∆𝐺° = 𝜆. We will now analyze this process from the perspective of the 
theory of molecular machines to see what these expressions imply about the capacity and 
efficiency of an electron transfer network built from this mechanism. 
Operation cycle of a molecular machine: 
Schneider explains the concept of a molecular machine cycle as pertaining to any 
molecular process with the following two properties: 
1) The molecular machine gains energy during a priming step which places it in an 
“activated” or “before” state 
2) The molecular machine dissipates energy to its environment as it relaxes to end in 
a specific after state which is a subset of the possible states it could have reached 




Any molecular interaction which satisfies these requirements may be considered as a 
machine task. Being the simplest of all possible chemical reactions, electron transfer 
proteins should in turn perform some of the simplest of all possible machine operations. 
One of the first examples of a simple, two-state molecular machine Schneider himself 
considered was rhodopsin. Bi-state molecular machines form the simplest class of 
molecular machines, and all of them have a 1-bit capacity. The machine first gains energy 
during a priming step, and then gains up to 1 bit of information as it dissipates this energy 
selecting between either the “forward” or “reverse” state. The machine can gain less than 
1 bit if the probability of spontaneously switching between states is not sufficiently 
damped. For light-sensitive proteins such as rhodopsin, this would be equivalent to 
causing the organism to hallucinate flashes of light in the dark. The machine can also fail 
to choose the forward state during its operation, which for rhodopsin would mean wasting 
an absorbed photon as heat. The quantum yield of rhodopsin was measured to be 
approximately 67%, so the machine is operating near its ideal efficiency limit of 69%, 
nevertheless is still wastes more than 30 of all absorbed photons in this manner. It is 
impossible to do better than this under isothermal conditions, however, and an efficiency 
of above 60% is a distant goal for any isothermal computation humans perform with 
technology. 
For the case of electron transfer networks, efficiency means achieving effectively 
irreversible charge separation while wasting as little of the input energy as possible. For 
photosynthesis, the input energy is in the form of visible photons, while in the case of 
respiration it comes in the form of the chemical potential difference between the electrons 




cases, however, individual electrons or hydride pairs are directed to specific redox sites 
after being transferred through an activated complex, and each step involves, at 
minimum, that the activated complex select between a forward and reverse state.  
Beratan’s “flickering resonance” (FR) model naturally leads to a description of electron 
transfer networks as molecular machines, because it treats the transfer networks as 
ensembles of independent harmonic oscillators undergoing Brownian motion, as does the 
theory of molecular machines for the 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒  number of independent pins in the machine. 
The condition for the electron to transfer between sites is that it be thermally-activated 
into transient resonance with the acceptor, and this depends on the probability of the two 
oscillators independently coming into resonance. We therefore suggest that the donor-
acceptor complex be viewed as a molecular machine with 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒=2, and that more 
general models of transfer networks utilizing the FR mechanism be viewed as having 
𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 equal to the number of independent oscillator sites. This already suggests a reason 
why evolution should create complex networks of redox sites, with some apparently 
“unused” branches: increasing 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 is a generic way to buffer a molecular machine 
against noise. Recall that the machine capacity is linear in 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 while being only 
logarithmic in the signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, electron transport networks in biology have 
every reason to maximize their efficiency by bringing their signal-to-noise ratio as close 
as possible to one (the maximum efficiency value) while increasing the number of 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 





In more intuitive terms, having more redox sites allows the network to minimize the 
impact of unproductive back reactions, and this is equivalent, in information theory 
terms, to having a more complex encoding of the appropriate transfer pathway.  
Maximizing the efficiency of individual transfer reactions also makes a strong prediction 
concerning the size of the most efficient free energy changes per transfer. Setting 
𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 = 2 for an individual donor-acceptor complex implies that the optimal dissipation 
for the machine operation is 𝑃 = 𝑁 = 2𝑘𝑏𝑇, which is about 1.2 kcals/mol at room 
temperature and in biochemists preferred units.  This is indeed close to the average 
energy spacing of many important biological charge transfers. Identifying the efficiency 
of a real electron transfer reaction, however, requires analysis of the structural details of a 
particular test case, which we do not have at present. This is a major design goal of our 
group in the future. 
We draw the following preliminary conclusions, however: The average spacing of energy 
gaps in biological electron transfer reactions is reasonably close to the value predicted as 
the ideal efficiency for an isothermal process involving independent matching of two 
harmonic oscillators. In the Marcus framework, the ideal efficiency free energy for the 
reaction also corresponds to a reorganization energy that gives a maximum transfer rate. 
Thus, by tuning both bound cofactor potentials and reorganization energies, proteins can 
jointly control the efficiency and the rates of electron transfers. What remains is to show 






Tuning transport parameters for optimum machine efficiency 
Given that there is an optimum isothermal efficiency for the 1-bit computation 
constituted by a two-state electron transfer reaction, biology can achieve this efficiency 
by matching the free energy differences of the cofactors participating in a transfer 
pathway to be close to this value. Proteins generically shift the potential of a bound redox 
cofactor by precisely the difference in specific binding between the folded protein and the 
two oxidation states of the cofactor. By a thermodynamic cycle argument coupling the 
bound and free reduction of the cofactor to the reduced and oxidized binding to the 













The expression says that the midpoint potential of the bound cofactor is that of the free 
cofactor shifted by the log of the ratio of the reduced and oxidized binding constants. 
Thus, by preferentially stabilizing either the reduced or oxidized state of the cofactor, 
proteins can generically tune redox reactions for optimum efficiency.   
The reorganization energy should, theoretically, also be coupled to the binding. Recall 
that the reorganization energy is the energy corresponding to a certain deformation of the 
reactant coordinates, which undergo a transformation from the ground state of the donor 
to its configuration in the product state without transferring the electron. From a 
thermodynamic perspective, however, nothing would seem to prevent the protein from 
also preferentially stabilizing either the ground state or the “product before transfer state” 




thermodynamic cycle condition for the change in free and bound reorganization energies 
exactly as we do for the free and bound midpoint potentials, and arrive at: 






The dissociation constants in this expression are for the “reactant state” and the “product 
state” (with the electron still on the donor). The reactant state binding constant is easily 
obtained but it is not, in practice, possible to obtain a binding constant for a thermally-
excited state of a molecule. Expression 3.8 is thus not experimentally useful, but it serves 
to underline a point: nothing prevents the protein from preferentially stabilizing the 
thermal excitations of the cofactor, and thus lowering the bound reorganization energy. 
Whether we can directly measure this effect is beside the point that proteins can, in 
principle, tune the rates of electron transfer reactions by this method. Demonstrating that 
they do is an experimental challenge for the future. 
We now turn to associated experimental work to define the conductance decay with 
length constant of peptides. It was undertaken as a first step in experimentally addressing 
the transport properties of proteins, but has scientific interest in its own right. In terms of 
the ideas set forth above, this data corroborates the claim that sequence modifications to 
proteins can tune the parameters in the Marcus theory, because it demonstrates that even 







The Beta Value of Proteins 
 
 
Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic of a single peptide junction showing AAA bridging two gold 
electrodes. (b) Sample conductance versus displacement traces for AAA measured in 
water at pH 7 using an applied bias of 500 mV. (c) Two-dimensional conductance-
displacement histogram constructed by overlaying all measured AAA conductance traces 
after aligning the displacement at 0.5 G0. The molecular junction extends by about 0.5 
nm beyond the rupture. 
 
Biological molecules play central roles in the complex and elegant charge 
transport processes that underlie cellular respiration, photosynthesis, and energy storage. 
Such processes are often facilitated through inter or intra-protein and peptide electron 
transfer.[41-43] When tunneling (super exchange) is the predominant transfer 
mechanism, transfer rates decay exponentially with distance with a characteristic 




and composition.[44-47] However, past measurements have been carried out on 
structures that have been modified to add a metal binding terminal group, such as an alkyl 
thiol[48] or by utilizing two thiol-containing amino acids (cysteines)[49], and therefore 
may not capture the intrinsic charge transfer characteristics of peptides. Here, we 
demonstrate single molecule conductance measurements of unmodified peptides in their 
native solvent, and establish their intrinsic conductance at the single molecule level. We 
use the scanning tunneling microscope based break-junction method[49-51] to measure 
the conductance of poly-glycine and poly-alanine, comparing with companion 
measurements on alkane molecules. We show that the peptide backbone is less 
conductive than an alkane chain of equal length and highlight the importance of amino 
acid side-chain identity on transport along the backbone.[48,52,53] Our measurements 
suggest that variance in the amino acid composition of a peptide can have dramatic 
effects on its conductance,[48,53] an unaddressed issue in most previous models of 
protein electron transfer.[44,54] Using first principles calculations, we show that the 
decrease in conductance can be attributed to charge localization at the peptide bond 
which is also modified by the amino acid side chain. Crucially, this manifests as an 
increase in conductance decay of peptide backbones with increasing length. 
We carry out scanning tunneling microscope based break-junction (STM-BJ) 
measurements as illustrated in Figure 3.2a on a series of oligopeptides with one, two, or 
three alanines or glycines. We utilize the amine group at the N-terminus and the carboxyl 
group at the C-terminus as gold-binding linkers allowing us to directly measure the 
conductance of native peptides bound to gold electrodes at the single-molecule level.[55-




in a water or buffer solution of peptides at room temperature.[50,51] Current is recorded 
at a fixed bias while the junction is elongated to generate conductance traces. Since the 
measurements are carried out in an ionic environment, the gold STM tip is first coated 
with an insulating wax to prevent Faradaic currents from masking the molecular junction 
currents.[58] Histograms of these traces are constructed from thousands of traces to 
assess the most frequently observed conductance as well as its dependence on 
displacement. With the STM-BJ method, single-molecule junction conductances can be 
measured reliably and reproducibly for molecules terminated with linkers that bind 
selectively to gold electrodes. 
We show, in Figure 3.2b, sample conductance traces measured with tri-alanine 
(AAA) where plateaus are visible between 10-5 and 10-6 G0 (G0= 2e
2/h is the quantum of 
conductance). These measurements are carried out in pH 7 water and indicate that we can 
trap an AAA between two gold electrodes through the formation of a donor-acceptor 
bond between the amine group and gold on one end, and between a carboxyl group and 
gold on the other end. These junctions can be formed only when the amine group is 
neutral (NH2) and the carboxyl group is negatively charged (COO
-), and this is achieved 
when the solution pH is 7 or higher.[57] Figure 1c analyzes 6000 such conductance traces 
without any data selection in the form of a two-dimensional conductance-displacement 
histogram created by aligning traces at the location where the gold point-contact ruptures. 
We see that AAA junctions can sustain an elongation of about 5 Å, which is indicative of 
a junction formed with a molecular backbone that is ~ 10Å in length.[59] 
To understand the impact of the peptide bonds on charge transfer, we first 




molecules, C7 (Amino-octanoic acid) and F1 (5-(alanylamino)pentanoic acid), both 
terminated with an NH2 and a COOH group and both with the same number of atoms (C 
or N) in the backbone. C7 is a seven-carbon alkyl chain while F1 contains a single 
alanine bound through a peptide bond to an alkyl chain with 4 carbons as shown in Figure 
3.3a. We compare, in Figure 3.3b, conductance histograms obtained STM-BJ 
measurements with these three molecules. The conductance of C7 is the largest while that 
of AAA is the smallest. Thus, the impact of peptide bonds along a saturated carbon 
backbone results in a clear decrease in conductance, leading to a factor of three difference 
between AAA and C7. This result is contrary to a simplistic assumption that adding a 
peptide bond to a saturated chain will add conjugated character and thereby increase 
conductance. 
 
Figure 3.3: (a) Structure of AAA, F1 and C7. (b) 1D conductance histograms created 
from all measurement traces of AAA, F1 and C7 showing that conductance decreases as 




To understand the impact of peptide bonds further, we characterize the conductance 
decay as a function of length for poly-alanine and poly-glycine and compare these with 
measurements of alkanes. Figure 3.4a and 3.4b depicts 1D conductance histograms from 
measurements of alanine and glycine with 1 (A, G), 2 (AA, GG), and 3 (AAA, GGG) 
amino acids (2D histograms are provided in the supporting information document, Figure 
S1). We compare these data with measurements of alkane chains (C1 – C7) in Figure 3c. 
The conductance for all three systems decreases with increasing molecular length. Note 
that conductance histograms for glycine and the alkanes show evidence for the formation 
of junctions with one and two molecules (as indicated by arrows for GG histogram and 
for C5) with the conductance of the two-molecule junction almost exactly twice that of 
the one-molecule junction. We fit these data with either a single (for alanine) or a double 
Gaussian (for glycine and alkanes) and obtain the most likely single-molecule 
conductance value for each system. These are plotted against calculated molecular length 
in the corresponding insets on a semi-logarithmic scale. Since we expect an exponential 
decay of conductance with length as G ~ e- L, we fit these data with a line and extract the 
 parameter for each series. We find that the beta for alkanes is the smallest at 0.75 ± 
0.02/Å and comparable to measurements of alkanes with symmetric linker groups.[50,60] 
Glycine has ± 0.08/Å and alanine has ± 0.04/Å, both 
larger than that of the alkane. Importantly, these results demonstrate that peptide side-





Figure 3.4: Conductance histograms for (a) alkanes (b) oligo-glycine and (c) oligo-
alanine. All histograms are generated from all measured traces without data selection. 
Arrows in (a) and (b) point to the single and double molecular junction peaks for C5 and 
GG respectively. Inset: Measured conductance versus calculated molecular junction 
length shown on a semi-logarithm scale along with a linear fit to the data.  
 
We now turn to first-principles calculations of coherent tunneling transport to elucidate 
the molecular origin of the conductance trends found above. We compute the linear-
response transmission and conductance of the molecular junctions considered here using 
an ab initio approach based on density functional theory (DFT), the non-equilibrium 
Green’s function (NEGF)[61] formalism, and GW-based self-energy corrections,[62] 
known as DFT+Σ.[63] DFT+Σ can account quantitatively for exchange and correlation 
effects missing from DFT Kohn-Sham eigenstates, leading to predicted transmission 
functions and conductance values in far better agreement with experiments. Here, our 
DFT+Σ calculations differ in two ways from most prior studies. First, we work with a 




tuned range-separated hybrid (OT-RSH) functional.[65] Second, DFT+Σ requires as input 
electron addition and removal energies of a gas-phase reference molecule. Since the Au-
COO- bond is covalent in nature, there is ambiguity in the gas-phase reference, and we 
use the peptide plus three gold atoms at the COO- linker as a “super” molecular reference. 
(Further details of our computational approach are provided in the supporting 
information.) Atomistic junction structures are constructed with the molecules forming 
chemical bonds to undercoordinated Au atoms. A typical junction structure and binding 
motifs are shown in the SI (Figure S2 and S3).  
In Figure 3.5, we show zero-bias transmission functions, computed with DFT+Σ 
as described above, for AAA, GGG, and C7 (see SI Figure S4 for the transmission 
curves of other junctions). The peak at around 2 eV below the Fermi energy, EF, 
dominates the transmission at EF and indicates that holes are the majority carriers for off-
resonant coherent tunneling in these systems. The eigenchannels associated with these 
peaks are of similar nature for all junctions, and has a considerable contribution from 
charge distributed on the covalent binding of Au-COO-. Using the calculated DFT+Σ 
molecular junctions transmission at EF, we determine decay parameters for these series 
studied. These are shown in the inset of Figures 4a-4c. In good agreement with the 
measurements, we find that the alkanes have the smallest decay constant of 0.69/Å, while 
the two peptides both have larger computed decay parameters of 0.93/Å. This 
comparative trend is, as discussed above, directly related to enhanced presence and role 





Figure 3.5: Zero-bias transmission functions, computed with DFT+Σ as described in the 
text, for (a) C7, (b) GGG and (c) AAA, as a function of energy (eV) relative to the Fermi 
energy, EF. Inset: Calculated conductance versus calculated molecular junction length. 
For each system, the eigenchannels associated with the highest occupied peak at ~-2 eV 
are shown as well. While for C7 the main charge distribution is along the covalent O-Au 
binding, for both GGG and AAA further wavefunctions localization on the peptide-
bonds along the peptide backbone is shown. 
 
The calculated and measured conductance values are close in magnitude, and give a 
similar trend: while for short peptides (C1/G and A), the conductance is almost identical, 
the longer peptides show a discernable difference. This difference originates with the 
peptide bonds in the longer systems (AA, AAA, GG, and GGG), which are absent in the 
alkane series. For the longer peptides, the electronic states on the molecule dominating 
the transmission peaks are no longer localized primarily at the junction’s covalent Au-O 




peptide bonds, specifically O and N atoms (Figure 3.5b and 3.5c). As shown in Figure 
3.5c[66] (top), the charge distribution of the peptides is not of delocalized -character, 
but rather localized on high-affinity atoms participating in the peptide bond. It was 
recently shown that peptide bonds induce a large molecular dipole, causing charge 
localization[48,67] which has long been understood to be a major driving force in 
secondary structure formation.[66] Here, we show that this localization of electronic 
states at the peptide bond decreases its conductance for two reasons: the energy levels 
associated with the binding states are lowered relative to the Fermi energy, and the bonds 
to the leads weaken, reducing the electronic coupling. 
An immediate significance of this work is proof-of-principle that unmodified biological 
molecules in a native environment can be analyzed with the STM break-junction method. 
Our results are thus the most direct and biologically relevant measurements of peptide 
backbone conductance to date, and should be of use in improving reference values for 
transport calculations through larger proteins. Given the applicability of the STM method 
for native peptides, the variance in conductance of the natural amino acids becomes an 
immediately accessible subject for experimental investigation, and provides clarity to 
existing debates in the literature. Our results already demonstrate that using the N and C 
termini as contacts unmasks side chain-dependent backbone conductance affects that are 
hidden by the use of sulfur-gold contacts, proving that side-chain identity and backbone 
conductance are not independent as even poly-glycine and poly-alanine have significantly 
different beta values. This work thus opens new avenues of direct experimental 
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This chapter addresses the consequences for proteins of the evidence presented in 
chapters 1-3 concerning their information content, computational capacity, ability to 
transport charge, and isothermal efficiency.  
Fast, Cheap, and out of Control 
The accumulated results of thirty years of rational and computational de novo protein 
design have taught us important lessons about the stability, information content, and 
evolution of natural proteins. First, de novo protein design has complicated the assertion 
that biological function is equivalent to biological structure — demonstrating the capacity 
to abstract active sites from natural contexts and paste them into non-native topologies 
without loss of function. The structure–function relationship has thus been revealed to be 
either a generality or strictly true only in a scale-dependent sense. Second, the 
simplification to “maquette” topologies carried out by rational protein design has 
demonstrated that even sophisticated functions such as conformational switching, 
cooperative ligand binding, and light-activated electron transfer can be achieved with 
low-information design approaches. This is because for simple topologies the functional 
footprint in sequence space is enormous and easily exceeds the number of structures 
which could have possibly existed in the history of life on Earth. Finally, the 
pervasiveness of extraordinary stability in designed proteins challenges accepted models 




pressure against highly stable proteins. This can be explained using recent theories which 
relate non-equilibrium thermodynamics and self-replication.  
 
The thermodynamics of folding 
The central tenets of the theory of biopolymer folding are implied by the “Anfinsen 
principle” [1]: the information required to reach the native state is contained in the 
primary sequence of amino acids. The well-known experimental proof of this principle 
lies in the reversible nature of the folding process in dilute aqueous conditions—if 
information from an outside source was needed to specify the native state then the protein 
would not spontaneously refold in isolation. This simple principle places strong 
thermodynamic constraints on the nature of the folding process and provided a starting 
point for a more comprehensive thermodynamic picture of folding and the development 
of the lattice models of folding [2]. It has also been known for some time, however, that 
this simple picture of folding only strictly holds for small proteins and protein subunits, 
that some proteins require chaperones to reach their native state, and furthermore that 
some proteins are intrinsically disordered in their native state and thus do not “fold” at all 
in the sense defined by the theory [3]. 
 The clearest implication of the Anfinsen principle is that protein folding is spontaneous 
in the appropriate environment and can be regarded as a phase transition from random-
coil states with continuous energy spectra to an ordered or semi-ordered set of states 
characterized by discrete, well-separated energy levels. The energy gap between the 




large enough with respect to thermal noise for the folded state to exist a sufficient 
fraction of the time to perform its biological function (a timescale which itself varies 
considerably for different proteins) [4]. 
The first computational evidence for the present framework was provided by lattice 
models [5], in which a polymer chain is folded onto a 2D or 3D lattice and the energy of 
a structure is calculated directly from the energy of all contact pairs: 




Where the delta function counts the number of non-adjacent i,j pairs in contact and Eij is 
the energy of amino acid i in contact with amino acid j. Folding results from contact 
pairings in the native state both between the residues of the chain and between the surface 
residues with solvent. The “HP model”, in which the chain identity is simply either 
Hydrophobic (H) or Polar (P), requires assigning only three potentials corresponding to 
H–H, P–P, and H–P contacts between the chain elements [6]. More detailed models with 
all 20 amino acids make frequent use of the Miyazawa-Jergen matrix of contact 
potentials which utilizes experimentally derived energies for all 20 × 20 pairwise 
interactions of the amino acids [7]. With a set of contact potentials the energy of any 
sequence in any structure can be exactly computed and there is consensus that these 
simple models confirm the predictions of the “thermodynamic hypothesis” and further, 
generically reproduce many other features of natural proteins such as native states with 




One important concept to emerge from the analysis of these models is the notion of 
“designability,” defined for a particular structure as the number of sequences (Nd) which 
have that structure as their native state [8]. The distribution of designabilities of different 
structures was found to vary significantly from the expectation for a Poisson distribution, 
with many structures having designabilities orders of magnitude larger than the mean of 
the distribution (Fig. 4.1). The implications of these findings for protein evolution have 
been discussed and debated extensively [9,10]. Highly designable structures are, by 
definition, more tolerant of mutation and require less sequence information per amino 
acid to encode, suggesting a number of reasons that natural selection would have favored 
more designable structures [11]. Additionally, in a purely random search of sequence 
space with no biasing on the part of the environment whatsoever, the probability of 
finding a structure is simply Nd/A
N, the designability of that structure divided by the total 
number of sequences of equal length (length N drawn from alphabet of size A). If we 
now note that the requirement for reversible folding is equivalent, in Shannon's 
information theory terms [12], to the claim that the uncertainty about the structure given 
the sequence is zero (H(str│seq) = 0), then we see that reversible folding is a “noiseless 
channel” [13]. It follows that the mutual information between the sequence and structure 
of an Anfinsen folder can be written in terms of the designability Nd: 
 








Fig. 4.1. Distribution of designabilities derived from an HP lattice study of all 3x3x3 
compact structures formed by all 227 possible HP sequences. The expectation for a 
Poisson distribution (dotted line) is shown for comparison. Figure reproduced with 
permission from reference 6. 
Which shows that the mutual information between sequence and structure is simply the 
negative logarithm of the probability of selecting an acceptable sequence out of all 
possible sequences of equal length. 
The explanatory power of these simple models was corroborated by early efforts in 
rational de novo protein design which began around this same time. The concept of 
designing proteins simply by “binary patterning” of polar and hydrophobic amino acids 
represented the first experimental tests of the predictions of these models in an 
environment completely divorced from natural selection [14,15]. As in the lattice models, 




information” as binary patterning can successfully produce proteins with stable native 
topologies and even sophisticated function with a modest rate of success [16–18]. A 
number of authors have expressed differing opinions on the role of complexity in natural 
proteins but analysis of the differences between natural proteins and their designed 
counterparts, for which the information content can be exactly calculated, demonstrates 
that at least some of the complexity of natural proteins is excrescent–design efforts have 
reproduced sophisticated functions in much simpler scaffolds (21). Strozak's definition of 
fitness based on activity rather than structure is an intriguing proposal in this light (22). A 
sober review of the difference between the information requirements placed on natural 
proteins inside a cell and the information requirements placed on a protein which only 
has to function in dilute solution, however, leaves plenty of room for caution against the 
notion that much of natural complexity is useless. Most natural proteins are adapted to 
their cellular environment in many more ways than their immediate biological function—
they spatially localize, bind and unbind other molecules, and have their production and 
degradation tightly controlled via signaling systems (23). 
The protein design field has seen tremendous growth in the intervening decades and 
synthetic biology has become a subject of both scientific and cultural interest. Along with 
the rapid growth of the field have come a large number of increasingly sophisticated 
computational approaches to redesigning natural proteins and engineering entirely new 
ones [19]. However, the success of the binary patterning approach has also inspired a 
generation of rational design based on informatics and physical-chemical intuition 
concerning amino acids. The rationale for such a strategy is two-fold: first, one major 




models of their natural counterparts that enable us to ask testable questions about the 
engineering principles which underlay protein function [20,21]. Secondly, design through 
the combination of informatics and intuition allows one to be explicit about the 
information content of the design process—and this matters because our understanding of 
the notion of reversible folding depends on the underlying assumption that no 
information from outside the sequence is required to specify the structure. In turn, this 
suggests clear reasons why natural selection may have preferred structures that can be 
encoded more efficiently (with less sequence information). 
The fold doesn't matter — divorcing fold and function 
One thing made clear by these design efforts is that structure and function are not simply 
interchangeable concepts in biology, as a lazy version of biological dogma might assert. 
Some of the earliest experiments in biocatalyst design involved the creation of catalytic 
antibodies which catalyzed reactions originally catalyzed by enzymes with substantially 
different folds than that of an antibody [22]. We have implanted the oxygen transport 
function into a four alpha helix bundle fold [23–25], a function previously associated 
only with the globin fold (Fig. 2). Both light-activated electron transfer [26,27] and 
ligand-activated conformational switching [28] have similarly been implanted into four 
alpha helix bundles, functions only seen before in much more complex structures. Hecht 
and coworkers have screened large libraries of binary patterned helical bundles for 
function and found many catalytic activities never observed in this fold [29,30]. Similar 
function has recently been realized with a very small set of amino acids positioned 





Fig. 4.2. Comparison of functionally equivalent natural (left) and artificial (right) oxygen 
transport proteins. Both structures bind heme using histidine coordination and both 
reversibly bind molecular oxygen to a ferrous heme iron. The de novo structure is less 
topologically complex yet the 4-helix bundle fold is not associated with any known 
natural oxygen transport proteins. 
In a similar vein, the Baker group has explicitly demonstrated the capacity to place the 
same active site within multiple folds [32]. In one design series of de novo enzymes with 
retro-aldol activity, they observe catalytic rate enhancements with two distinct active site 
designs in five different scaffolds, creating 32 functional enzymes in all [33]. Certainly 




restricted to only “the perfect fold” for that function is an idealization of actual biological 
evolution. It is clear that there are many possible topologies that might perform, for 
example, the task of sequestering an active site from water while allowing substrate and 
product exchange with solvent, which are likely to be sufficient engineering principles 
for a large number of biological functions [34]. 
It is often observed that there are far fewer folds than seem possible given the size of 
sequence space [35], nevertheless the achievements of protein design indicate that even 
these few thousand natural folds may be far more than necessary. Although this might 
sound ludicrous to an intuition trained in the study of complex natural structures, it might 
be possible to recapitulate nearly all biological function within a handful of simplified 
topologies such as helical bundles and beta-barrels. Perhaps instead of asking why there 
are so few folds found in nature, one should be asking why there are so many! 
The functional footprint in sequence space  
A guiding principle of maquette-based rational design is the creation of natural protein 
function without natural protein complexity [36]. The core insight of patterning 
approaches is that, while an active or binding site may be highly constrained with respect 
to the amino acids capable of carrying out the intended function, specifying the folded 
state depends mainly on just correctly assigning different average polarities to different 
regions of the sequence and respecting known secondary structure formation rules. In 
turn it follows that both the evolution and design of functional proteins may be simpler 
than previously estimated. If, aside from the active site, a primary sequence is only 




within a hydrophobic core, then the number of possible sequences which should impart 
function becomes impossibly large with only a modest increase in protein length, and 
quickly exceeds the number of seconds which have elapsed since the big bang. Clearly, it 
is impossible that evolution sampled any significant fraction of these possibilities. More 
importantly, this train of thought demonstrates that evolution did not need to exhaustively 
search this space in order to achieve functional success, and the conceptual difficulties 
associated with reconciling biological efficiency with a blind search process disappear. In 
the realm of de novo protein design, these ideas indicate that a successful design strategy 
need not be computationally intensive because once the unnecessary constraints 
associated with the long evolutionary history and complex environment of natural 
proteins are removed, it is seen that the functional region of sequence space for most 
individual chemical tasks is massive and does not require explicit identification of more 
than a few residues. This has been demonstrated in a few cases for natural proteins, 
particularly by Harbury and coworkers, who used complementation experiments coupled 
to random mutagenesis of the essential enzyme triose phosphate isomerase to show that 
only a few select residues were necessary for function in the alpha/beta barrel 
enzyme [37]. 
This is a significant departure from the prevailing attitude in regards to protein evolution, 
in part because standard biochemical complementation experiments are quite adept at 
demonstrating the opposite phenomenon: the identification of one or few key residues 
which are conserved in evolution and necessary for function and survival. These 
conserved residues are the high information sites in the Shannon formalism, since the 




conserved positions, however, is incapable of assessing the degree of variability vs. 
constraint present in a whole sequence because it is only interested in mutations which 
change or abolish function. Rational design allows for quantification of the size of 
functional sequence space through an iterative design methodology which begins with an 
active site [38] and the most naive possible set of design rules which allow for the 
random assignment of remaining residue identities [39]. One then proceeds to randomly 
sample members of the resulting distribution, screen for function, and make rational 
changes to the distribution based on observation. This modifies the distribution and the 
process is repeated until the success rate of the design constraints is deemed acceptable. 
It is important to recognize that establishing a set of “design rules” is mathematically 
equivalent to selecting a probability distribution for the frequency of amino acids at each 
position. It is then straightforward to establish the information content of those design 
rules — which can be thought of as quantifying the volume of “sequence space” occupied 
by functional sequences, or equivalently, as how much a protein sequence must deviate 
from a completely random assignment of amino acids in order to satisfy the specified 
constraints. We have demonstrated the applicability of such a design algorithm in 
creating heme-binding four-helix bundles using binary patterning in combination with a 
bioinformatically derived heme-binding consensus sequence [40], and estimated from 
these results that there are on the order of 1073 104 residue long sequences capable of 
folding into four-helix bundles that internally bind heme and/or porphyrin cofactors [41]. 
This is a large designability indeed. Note, however, that in comparison to the size of 
sequence space itself (approximately 10130 sequences of equal length), this number is still 




is impossible that evolution has had time to search this space [42]. Some authors have 
argued based on this observation that the enormous number of possible sequences is a 
“red herring” [43], and that closer inspection of the constraints on protein sequences 
make the accessible size of sequence space much smaller. While we agree that the space 
of possible sequences is much too large to have been searched, we also note that the size 
of the available sequence space places upper bounds on the information content of 
protein sequences, and that the vastness of sequence space thus does play a significant 
role in protein evolution. If the space of possible sequences was more limited, the 
variability of natural sequences and thus the capacity of proteins to adapt to their 
environment would in turn be more restricted. The information perspective helps one to 
see that such large numbers are in fact not uncommon in nearly any combinatoric 
situation. Inserting these numbers into Eq. (4.2), given that we assigned probabilities 
(some = 1) to 104 positions, shows that 𝐼 = 104 ∗ 4.32 − 73 ∗ log2 10 ≈ 208 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠. 
The term bit is a quantitative indicator of how far the design rules vary from true 
randomness — in the case of 208 bits of information, a truly randomly created protein 
sequence would have a sequence which does not conflict with these design rules 1 in 2208 
times. This is, in fact, a relatively small amount of information. Note, however, that all 
that this outlook does is tame these enormous combinatoric possibilities by taking a 
logarithm, and if  ≈200 bits suddenly seems like a reasonable number then so was the 
ratio Nd/A
N. 
A second point we stress is that the success of patterning approaches demonstrates that 
function and structure can be factored into distinct design constraints which imply 




every position, and the total information remains simply additive. Our design approach 
utilizes a consensus sequence which required specifying only 5 positions out of 26 on a 
helix [40], with the remaining positions fixed by a randomized patterning probability 
distribution intended to produce four-helix bundles [41]. Considering that it is certain that 
there are folds other than four helix bundles which can bind heme (many such examples 
are found in nature already), the functional footprint for sequences that bind heme 
irrespective of structure is much larger even still than 1073. Again this underscores the 
fact that the vastness of sequence space is no impediment to the search for functional 
sequences, and one does not need to deny this vastness in order to explain the existence 
of evolved enzymes with high selectivity and activity. 
Finally, note that patterning methodologies quantify the information content of chosen 
design rules and not the size of the functional fold space directly—there exists as yet no 
satisfactory method of estimating this latter quantity outside the context of lattice models. 
But the higher the success rate of the chosen design rules, the more the entropy of those 
rules approaches the true entropy of the functional sequence space for a given fold. An 
accurate estimation of this entropy would in turn lead directly to a quantification of how 
difficult it is to randomly find an acceptable solution to a particular chemical problem 
and, once found, how much work would be required for natural selection to maintain that 
function in the face of randomizing mutations. Accurate estimations of the size of 
functional sequence space should then be of immense value to questions pertaining to the 
earliest evolving chemical organizations on earth and perhaps even the statistical 





Limiting values of Information and Adaptability 
The designability inserted into Eq. (2) must lie between 1 and AN, corresponding to 
maximum and zero mutual information between sequence and structure, with Nlog(A) 
setting the maximum value. Given that the mutual information is bounded above and 
below, it is worthwhile considering the limiting values, and the relationship of these 
bounds to the distribution of natural protein lengths. It is easy to see that a structure with 
Nd = 1 has, by definition, zero mutational tolerance. A structure where Nd begins to 
approach some appreciable fraction of AN, corresponding to almost no information 
content, is implausible due to the rate at which AN grows. However, if such structures 
were possible, they would place strong constraints on the available diversity of protein 
structures, due to the fact that each such structure covers a significant fraction of the 
sequence space. The vastness of sequence space does indeed then play an important role 
in making protein design and evolution a feasible search: it allows the designability of 
structures to grow to arbitrarily large values while still leaving plenty of room for the 
accumulation of new structural diversity. 
A second point to be noted is that, while increasing the alphabet size is a good way to 
increase the size of sequence space, a much easier method is to merely increase the chain 
length. Thus, through these simple general assumptions, we can rationalize the need for 
protein sequences, or independently folding domains, to reach a minimum length such 
that the designability of structures can grow large without threatening to limit the 
diversity of possible structures, a limit easily achieved due to the exponential growth of 




This demonstrates the relationship between the designability of a structure and the mutual 
information between structure and sequence – the information in the sequence which 
specifies the structure – but it does not address the presence of information in the 
sequence which is unrelated to the structure. Again, a dogmatic approach to the structure-
function relationship would suggest that the only information necessary in a primary 
sequence is the mutual information between sequence and structure, but this is not the 
case. 
One well-known example of such non-structural information is the coding which uses the 
n-terminal amino acid of a protein to control protease affinity and thereby protein half-
lives [44]. Indeed, kinetic regulation of any sort cannot be achieved without some 
transmission of information, and this information must be shared between the primary 
sequence of the protein and its native environment. Spatial localization of proteins is 
another example of information which is potentially non-structural, involving recognition 
motifs that provide nascent proteins with a “shipping label” for the motor proteins that 
actively transport cellular contents along the cytoskeleton [45]. All of this mutual 
information between sequence and environment is indeed structural, just not on the scale 
of the protein's tertiary structure. This underscores the care that must be taken when 
asserting that biological structure yields biological function. 
Understanding the concept of information in statistical physics requires recognizing that 
all information is stored in states of matter, which is equivalent to saying that this 
information is stored in structures. Physical structures exist at different size and energy 
scales, however, and proteins themselves have three clearly distinguished levels of 




accurately described as the mutual information between the primary and tertiary 
structural levels of the protein. This can lead to misunderstandings if one then imagines 
that the mutual information between the primary sequence and the protein's fold reflects 
the entirety of the mutual information between the primary sequence and the native 
environment. In other words, natural proteins are more adapted to their environment than 
would be the case if adopting a particular fold was their only functional requirement. 
Thus, given that natural proteins are highly adapted to the cellular environment and may 
play many distinct, functional roles, it is necessary that certain structural components of 
native sequences are necessary for certain functions and some are not. The immense 
unlikelihood of any reasonably long protein having either the maximum or minimum 
value for the mutual information between sequence and structure should make it clear 
that not every position in a primary sequence is completely determined with respect to 
any particular function and likewise there are no particular functions which require 
specifying the entire sequence. 
This interplay between specifying structural information while leaving room for 
additional information related to different functions is at the heart of the Darwinian 
principle of multiple utility [46]. The rational design literature has often cited this 
principle as an explanation for the complexity of natural protein structures and connected 
it to the notion of ‘Mueller's ratchet,” the accumulation of contingent mutual information 
which has become necessary to an organism because of later selective changes that 
depend on the contingent conditions under which they were discovered [47,48]. The 
history of maquette-based design has largely vindicated this view in the sense that it has 




versions of the same proteins. We stress that in performing these simplifications one is 
necessarily tossing out any additional information the structure carries about its cellular 
environment. Thus, one trades a complex structure capable of many kinds of interactions 
with its environment for a simplified structure which (hopefully) does only what it was 
designed to do. Once the minimum structural or informational requirements for a 
function are understood, however, the design of de novo proteins which interact with 
their environment as robustly and variously as their natural counterparts should also 
become possible. 
Protein stability is limited by evolution 
One outstanding feature of the accumulated results of protein design efforts, either in the 
case of de novo folds or redesign of natural sequences, is the preponderance of designed 
proteins which are much more stable than their natural counterparts [49,50]. Redesigned 
natural proteins are often more than 10 kcal/mol more stable than their wild-type 
counterparts [51], and in some cases these extremely stable proteins have been produced 
through very simple design procedures [52]. In the context of designing enzymes or 
structural proteins for practical applications in which the molecules must function outside 
of a biological context, such stabilization is highly desirable: one simply wants an 
enzyme or molecule that lasts as long as possible before being irreversibly damaged. For 
example, helical bundles have recently been reported with extrapolated stabilities in 
excess of 60 kcal/mol [53]. This is a validation of our current understanding of the 
molecular forces determining protein stability, but it raises serious questions about our 





The majority of natural proteins are “marginally stable,” with an average native state 
stability of 5–10 kcal/mol [54]. The predominant theory which explains this is that 
marginal stability is a simple consequence of stochastic drift in the “neutral network” of 
sequences which confer a given function or structure [9]— that the majority of mutations 
which do not affect function either have no effect on protein stability or a destabilizing 
one, and only when successive destabilizing mutations affect function do they undergo 
adverse selection [55]. Thus, the standard model states that for a fixed fitness landscape 
marginal stability is a natural consequence of drift in the neutral network, and 
furthermore that designability and stability are positively correlated [56,57]. The latter 
can be intuitively understood as relating the size of a structure's functional footprint in 
sequence space to the depth of the potential well corresponding to the net stability of the 
interactions which constitute the structure. Structures designed by more sequences are 
more tolerant of mutation, and this is made possible if they begin with some stability to 
spare [58]. What recent results have made clear, however, is just how deep the stability 
well for highly designable structures is. Given the apparent depth of this well – at 
minimum 60 kcal/mol in the case of helical bundle proteins – the fraction of sequence 
space corresponding to highly designable structures that should exhibit greater than 
marginal stability now appears to be much larger than previously appreciated. This, 
together with the fact that proteins with higher than marginal stability are so rare in 
nature, makes it clear that there must be a selection process against high protein stability, 
and the functional sequence footprint in sequence space is even larger than originally 





Fig. 4.3. The functional footprint in sequence space is even larger than originally 
thought, making both protein design and evolution easier than one might suspect. (A) The 
great majority of natural proteins have marginal folding stabilities of − 10 kcal/mol or 
less. However, the preponderance of exceptionally stable proteins, with stabilities as 
large as − 60 kcal/mol, suggests that in fact functional sequence space is much larger 
(B), and that one or more selection mechanisms selects against these highly stable 
sequences. Even after adverse selection, the resultant truncated distribution of stable 
sequences (C) would be significantly larger than that depicted in (A). 
 
The recent work on proteostasis by Kelly and coworkers gives one possible reason for 
protein stability to be evolutionarily limited [59]. They have shown that it is possible to 
manipulate steady-state protein concentrations inside the cell by creating a series of small 




them, or to the unfolded states of deleterious proteins, destabilizing them — 
demonstrating clear relationships between protein production and degradation rates, the 
free energy of folding, and cellular protein homeostasis (Scheme 4.4). In the absence of 
binding interactions which preferentially stabilize either the folded or unfolded states of 
the protein, the steady-state population of the native state N is: 





Scheme 4.4 Imposing a steady-state criterion on the above kinetic scheme results in 
equation 3, which relates the folding energy to the production and degradation rates of 
an Anfinsen folder. 
Simply substituting a value of 60 kcal/mol into this equation results in the prediction that 
cellular protein concentration should exceed the total mass of the cell, and indeed that of 
the human body! While one could make an efficiency argument that longer-lived proteins 
require less energy to maintain at their functional cellular concentration, this back-of-the-
envelope calculation makes it clear that as stabilities increase, protein accumulation 




Another possible selection mechanism concerns the rates of folding and unfolding of 
these proteins: for a two-state, reversibly folding protein at a fixed rate of unfolding, fast 
folding is achieved by increasing the magnitude of ΔG. However, at limiting folding 
speeds, increasing the unfolding rate for purposes of kinetic regulation can only be 
achieved by reducing the stability of the fold. This argument hinges on the often-
overlooked fact that there is a purifying selection bias against proteins that take too long 
to fold [60]. This selection requirement is as unavoidable as the necessity of the 
unfolding energy being above some minimal cutoff that would ensure stability. However, 
placing restrictions on both the free energy of folding and the folding rate determines the 
spontaneous unfolding rate. Consider, for instance, that a reasonable minimum value of 
the folding rate for biological relevance is approximately 1 s− 1. If, additionally, one 
requires that the free energy of folding be 15 kcal/mol, then at room temperature this 
fixes the spontaneous unfolding rate to be on the order of 10,000 years! At 60 kcal/mol, 
maintaining a one second folding rate implies an unfolding rate longer than the age of the 
universe. 
It may be objected that the spontaneous unfolding rate is irrelevant, since nearly all 
cellular proteins are actively degraded by degradative metabolic pathways. However, it is 
thermodynamically forbidden for such a transition to take place without paying the cost 
of the free energy of unfolding—and this holds no matter what mechanism is used to 
degrade the protein. Thus, the fact that the basic conditions of the proteasome make the 
unfolding of a protein “spontaneous” at a given pH does not allow the cell to evade 
paying this unfolding cost, since the formation of a pH gradient implies an increase in the 




more costly pH gradient. So whether the cell pays the cost of unfolding directly through 
ATP-driven enzymatic activity or ‘indirectly” through creation of local non-equilibrium 
environments, the strictures of thermodynamics make it impossible that this cost not be 
paid in order to actively regulate protein degradation. 
Selection against stability thus makes sense in the organizational context of cellular 
growth and replication. Connecting the simple kinetic model of proteostasis to Crooks' 
fluctuation theorem [61] implies relationships between protein production and 
degradation rates, the free energy of folding, and cellular growth rates. England has 
recently applied Crook's non-equilibrium extension of the second law of thermodynamics 
to the context of organismal self-replication [62], demonstrating that the overall cellular 
growth rate is limited by the overall free energy change of the replication process and the 







where g is the growth rate and d is the durability of the cell — more durable cellular 
structures slow replication Thus, all external energy sources being equal, one way in 
which any organism can outcompete a population of similar self-replicators is by 
reducing the stability of any protein whose degradation must be actively controlled until 
it achieves marginal stability. 
The neutral theory of evolution is one of the more influential ideas of 20th century 
biology, and it plays an indispensable role in our contemporary understanding of how 
evolution produces diversity [63]. Another well-appreciated fact, however, is that it can 




environments. Much of this difficulty is due to the complexity of information 
accumulation in natural selection alluded to above. Indeed, as evolutionary biologists are 
aware, detecting neutral diversity in static or controlled environments is a much more 
straightforward task than presenting evidence for either stabilizing or purifying selection 
in a natural setting [64]. Natural ecosystems present fitness landscapes for both molecules 
and organisms that vary in time, often in highly stochastic fashion, and are likely to be 
very “high-dimensional” in accord with Darwin's principle of multiple utility. In other 
words, during natural evolution stability was far from the only parameter undergoing 
selection via changes to protein sequences. 
 A point which should be emphasized is that the stability landscape over sequence space 
and the fitness landscape over sequence space are not the same thing. The stability 
landscape is at most one slice through the much higher-dimensional fitness landscape. 
Lattice models intrinsically study only folding, and thus have nothing to tell us about how 
other selective pressures, such as those coming from the higher-level organizational 
constraints of cellular growth, replication, environmental responsivity and “evolvability” 
might impact the relationship between stability and fitness. In this light, it is interesting to 
note results of digital evolution on lattice models expanded to include a “cofactor binding 
site” [65]. It was observed that stability provided a fitness advantage on a static fitness 
landscape (in this case a fixed cofactor geometry), but that the “evolvability” of 
sequences, measured by their capacity to bind a new cofactor geometry, was higher for 
sequences with less stable folds. 
Another caveat to this discussion is that there have also been a number of reasons 




rational design efforts. In particular, the supposed inverse relationship between stability 
and flexibility, which was thought to assist in catalytic activity, does not appear to hold in 
many cases that have been studied [66]. The previous example illustrates the complexity 
of the reasoning involved in trying to answer the question “why are natural proteins 
marginally stable?” [67]. Granting that neutral network drift is a sufficient mechanism for 
generating marginal stability by no means precludes the possibility that there are also 
selective pressures acting on fold stability. If neutral drift also tends to maintain proteins 
within these critical stability limits, then that merely indicates that natural selection's job 
in regard to keeping stability within bounds was not particularly difficult. Nevertheless, 
in the several examples we have discussed, the observed stabilities of rationally designed 
proteins – even those generated by very simple rules with low information content – are 
often several kcal/mol more stable than average natural proteins of comparable size, 
weakening the thesis that the majority of natural structures are simply marginally stable 
by virtue of stochastic drift. Protein folding models which do not include the effects of 
the complex kinetic requirements imposed on protein concentrations cannot therefore 
evaluate the extent to which those constraints impose selective pressure on protein 
sequences. 
Conclusion 
While the “protein folding problem” remains formally intractable [68], rational protein 
design has demonstrated that the basic molecular driving forces governing folding are 
well understood. Indeed, the rapidly growing number of designed functional proteins 
demonstrates that the ‘inverse folding problem’ — the design of sequences that fold into 




efforts has in turn thrown certain aspects of natural proteins into greater relief. First, the 
functional footprint in sequence space is extremely large — identical functions can exist 
on radically different folds, and each fold itself has a multitude of functional sequences, 
making protein evolution easier and thus much more rapid (fast) than originally 
appreciated. 
Second, natural proteins are both less stable and more complex than their designed 
counterparts. Marginal stability has enough adaptive value that natural proteins will tend 
toward marginal stability even if this is a relatively rare property of amino acid 
sequences—as long as the folding energy exceeds the minimum cutoff, then the less the 
folding energy the less work required when it inevitably becomes time for the cell to 
dispose of the protein (cheap). In our view, their additional complexity results both from 
contingent, historical aspects of natural evolution embodied by Mueller's ratchet and the 
polyvalence of information content that results from Darwinian multiple utility. That is, 
natural proteins are complex both because they are more adapted to their environment 
than proteins designed for a single purpose and because evolution has no foresight. It is in 
this spirit that a statistical physicist views protein evolution as a random walk through 
sequence space (out of control). 
Taken together, we believe that the cumulative results of rational protein design offer 
powerful empirical vindication for the claim, corroborated by non-equilibrium 
thermodynamics, that the secret of biological evolution is to be “fast, cheap, and out of 
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To briefly summarize the main conclusions of the text, we have demonstrated that protein 
design and evolution can both be framed as information-processing tasks which require 
that functions be identified with volumes of sequence space. By taking the ratio of the 
functional volume and the volume of all sequence space for a given protein length, 
functions themselves may be assigned a bit-content. In the last chapter, we used this fact 
to argue that most biological functions may be specified with a relatively small amount of 
information, and that evolution is inevitably biased toward low-information solutions to 
functional problems. Our experimental data concerning heme-binding helical bundles 
provided a concrete example of such a low-information solution, as the designability of 
our final library was on the order of 1073, corresponding to an information content of just 
over 200 bits. Finally, applying the equivalence of free energy and mutual information, 
we assert that the free energy available to the biosphere over the past 4 billion years 
makes the presence of functional machines which may be encoded with only a few 
hundred bits of information effectively inevitable. 
We then began the task of demonstrating how proteins communicate with their 
environment, as it is through this communication that the information embodied in 
protein sequences performs meaningful action for the cell. We showed experimentally 
that a generic protein structure may be converted into an “intrinsically disordered 
protein” through rational destabilization of low-information sequence positions. We then 




mass-action scheme coupling folding and binding, there are universal optimum values of 
the folding energy for both the sensitivity and the efficiency of the detection process. 
Then, using the arguments concerning designability established in the first chapter, we 
assert that functions with high designability can locate these optima. The ultimate 
conclusion to be drawn is that, given the thermodynamic conditions of earth, proteins will 
again inevitably be driven to optimize their capacity to sense and respond to the 
environment. 
Our final point concerns the capacity of proteins to tune transport rates, which is the basis 
of their ability to conduct metabolism. Using a generic mass-action model capable of 
describing either adiabatic or non-adiabatic charge transport, we showed that proteins 
can, in principle, control all relevant parameters that affect transport rates. Provided the 
designability of the function is sufficiently large, this implies that the evolution of 
proteins which efficiently conduct charge is as inevitable as the evolution of proteins 
which communicate with the environment. The experimental data we collected as part of 
this project supports this claim, as it demonstrates that even individual amino acids have 
distinct conductance decay with length values, implying that the beta parameter of 
proteins must change with sequence modifications and consequently that natural selection 
can optimize this value. 
In short, we have shown that proteins constitute a class of molecules which manifest all 
the features listed in our initial definition of the living state: metabolism, environmentally 
responsive computation, and storage and transmission of information. Using the language 
of information theory and its correspondence with non-equilibrium thermodynamics, we 




biology. In turn, this renders biology itself wholly explicable in terms of the physics of 
proteins. Given protein sequence space and a method for encoding and producing 
proteins, the rest of biology follows as a thermodynamic necessity. What remains to be 
shown is that the emergence of some form of polymer-based coding was itself the least-
action path available for the conversion of free energy into mutual information on the 
early earth.  Such a demonstration is a central challenge in our future work.    
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